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T. 11. H. writes: Please state the ad«
vantages ami disadvantages of pasturing
L. BUCK,
j
the second growth of hay land. When
cows running in old ]>asture8 are chang
Surgeon Dentist,
ed
to fresh, youug pasture, the milk pail
M A INK.
MtfTU PARIS,
answers the
question beyond a doubt
warrante·!.
work
tieet
ni y
as to the advantages of pasturing.
By
not pasturing and leaving the second
I .1'. II. P. JoSKS,
growth to wither and dry up, to what
1
extent as a fertilizer does it benefit the
Dentist,
tiay crop the following year, and would
MAINS.
the benefit more than offset the advanNORWAY,
tage derived by pasturing'.' Where the
Hour*—'.· to 1 -—1 to 4.
ground is good and the growth heavy,
so it mats down, would it not be an inWOODBURY, A.M.. M.Ik,
J
jury iu preventing the young grass from
getting through early in the spring? 1
Physician St Surgeon,
frequently hear farmers say that they
MAIN·.
SOUTH PARIS,
never pasture meadows at all. and think
street.
it an injury to do so. What are your
<· and residence, 12 High
k iewsl'
r. SMITH,
The advantages are well stated—an increased How of milk and thw prevention
at
Law,
Attorney
•f a mat cover which harbors mice and
MAINS
sorway,
«mothers out the grass. 1 do not know
Collection* a specialty.
-.Bock.
>f any others. The disadvantages are
the wasting of the feed by the tramping
I- I'.RICK * PARK.
ind soiling of the cattle, the baring of
the crowns of the grass to the sevenAttorneys at Law,
freezing, soakiug storms of winter; the
MAINS,
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L-utting upaud pack ng of the soil, which
Klierj C. Park
nsou K. Ilerrlck.
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the feet of the stock; the nibbing of the
i
>oil of its natural blanket, which saves
Attorney at Law,
fiant food and finally makes that withMAINS.
The
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>ut which soil is valueless, humus.
results of all these compel the owner to
replough and reseed the field, which
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(I* matter of
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not looking ahead, but is considering
Bankrupt. )
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κ
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he needs of to-day. In this enlightenHale, Judge
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ed age, when silage is so well under•if Maine
the
stood, no man is justified in letting
of
Ml R< H,
Parle, lu
M.
1 -UN
• I
itock run where a change will show in
π,ty of Oxfonl, and State of Maine, In
Klstrlct. respectfully represents that on the
he milk pail. For profit cows must alUv of November, last past, he was duly
vays have enough, and should not deΛ.··! bankrupt under the Acte of Con···-- relating to Bankruptcy; that he has duly
tend on pasturage alone in the fall.
h 1ère·!
all hie property and right» of
The second growth looks tempting and
rtr, and ha* fully compile»! with all the
arge, but you have noticed it did not
ilren.cnu of said Act» and of the orders of
the benefits were
rt touching hie bankruptcy.
ast long—so that
U lire'··!* he pray*. That he maybe decreed
mall. The cows got a good bite fora
tne Court to have a full discharge from all
ew days and "gnawed the ground" the
t- provable against his estate under «aid
.ι
kruptcy Acts, except such debte as are I est of the time. There are very few
ted by law from such discharge.
ields which are in grass that will have
1'au t this >.th day of October, A. D. lMOSt.
JOHN M MURCH,
igrowth large enough to injure it, and
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Bankrupt.
;rowth high in September. This clipOKIIKK OK XOTICK THKKKOV
ting makes an increased root growth
md a better top. If one must have the
«κ r ok Maine, *s.
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read
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this :ilst day of Oct.,
eed he would better cut and feed in the
ttie foregoing petition. It is—
table to prevent waste, and to let a new
eretl I y the < ourt. That a hearing be had |
I
A. D.
the saine on the.i'th day of Nov
growth start foracover. This does away
efore -al l Court at Portland, In said Die
vith the first three disadvantages.
t. at Ρ» o'clock In the forenoou; and that no- I
The second growth is valuable for a
ml In published In tbe Oxford I>emoand
t ertilizer, according to its amount, but
α a newspaper printed In said District,
it a!: known creditors, and other persons In J
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oil. Nature is always providing huuius.
-I. w
ause. If any they have, why the
or
er of said |*et!tloner should not be
granted.
>y covering with leaves, dead grass
\ ι,·! !t is further ordered by the Court, That
uy decaying vegetation. A soil desti<
rk shall send by mall to all known credute of humus is
barreu, or nearly so.
copies of said ,ietltlon and this on 1er, adt must be provided or failure is certain.
"c·! to them at their placée of residence a*
-tated.
>o not remove it for the sake of a few
u ltness the Ho.s. Clakemck Hale. Judge
xtra pails of costly milk.
f tlie said Court, and tM seal thereof, at PortThousands of dollars are paid in this
i. In said District, on the 31st dav of Oct.,
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It
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eediug, and one who spoils a meadow
.r
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or a few cents' worth of fall grass pays
set under the
κ-· instructed and ibe poles
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.μλ aye and public way s on which It Is desired
econd growth to remain (clipped if too
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.-li the Whlitcuiorv dltrlct. thence t» Paris
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Ρ .r<uant to the foregoing petition. IT Is
i'i kki> that public notice there f be given by
ishlng It In the oxfonl Democrat, the last
::
to lie published at least fourteen day»
fure Saturday. tbe JSth day of November. A.
I'
on which day a
public hearing will be
it the Selectmen's otlice, at South Paris
In the afternoon, at
two
o'clock
Ma.'e, at
■λ
Ί time and place any persons to be affected
And
tlie location asked for may lie heard.
ii
selectmen hereby endorse tbat such public
t'ce a. above onlered shall be eutttclent upon
ti
;-etltlon to tbe residents and owuers to be
affected thereby.
UtASKLlN MAXIM, i selectmen
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WANTED !
We

amount of

for

the market

in

are

Pine,

Spruce,

Fir,

any

Pop-

lar, White Birch and all hard woods
cut in

long logs

The

paid

highest

and 4 foot

lengths.

price

will l>e

cash

J.

for above delivered at

Kt-nney's

mill this

coming

A.

winter.

The Mason Manufacturing Co.
South Paris.

WARNING.

1 hereby caution the public not to
loan money nor give credit to my
minor son, Cleon C. Farrar, after
this date.

EVERETT FARRAR.

South Paris, Me., Oct. 30,

1903.

Washing and ironing done in first
Will call for and
■class manner.
deliver clothes in South Paris.
Address,
LAUNDRESS,
Care Democrat Office,
South Paris.

Dr. Austin

Tenney,

Oculist,

will be at Elm House

Wednesday,
P. M.

Eyes

Norway,!

Dec. and, 9 A. M.

to

Examined free.

FARM FOR SALE.
Sumner. 175 «ere· *ou«l
Kara for sale In
lan«t. woml lucontilMng 4U) corde hart! wood,
Cat· from 3U
«οπη.· auk. aeb, hemlock aid pine.
*»·»
tu 35 ton* good bny, tu» «μρΐβ·.
two mile·
school,
from
inlle
1
ulunii. Locate· one
rroiu church*», «lore, po»t ο (Bee ana nuiront,
and on telephone llo·. Atldreee,
W. if. DOWNS.
tint Sumner, Me.

We Do all Kind· of. ···
JOB PRINTING.
AlMk & Fort*, Son* Mfc

ALWAYS

To what extent the cost of labor has
influenced farmers to proride themselves
with the beet implements is a question
to which it is not easy to iind answer.
Undoubtedly, the scarcity and unreliability of farm laborers have had something to do in this direction. It is a curious fact that in an overpopulated country—! speak of the United Kingdom as a
whole—the demand for farm laborers is
always greater than the supply. The
conditions of country life in Scotland
for the laborer are not as severe as they
were some years ago—at least this is
the testimony of students of social problems—and the pay of the farm worker
(I refer to male and not female labor,
the latter commanding from $2 to 32.50
a week, without board or allowances) is
probably better than that of any other
class of unskilled labor. Not that he
receives more money than any worker
in another unskilled occupation, but his
wages in money and its equivalent are
higher. The average wage of a hand
is £> a week, including his allowance of
potatoes and rent of house. In addition,
he has the use of a garden, which means
much to him, as it materially reduces
bis living expenses.
Yet there is more discontent among
farm hands than in the various trades in
the cities or among the urban day laborAs soon as they accumulate a little
ers.
money they emigrate, many of them to
the
farmers in
become prosperous
United States or Canada. I have talked
with farm hands on this subject and
have found that it is the hopelessness of
the struggle in which they are engaged
that makes them discontented. By no
possible thrift or effort on their own can
they ever acquire title to or possession
of a foot of ground, and they are always
looking forward to the day when they
can go to the United States or a British
colony and get an opportunity to work
for themselves. The unstable character
of farm labor is more noticeable in some
parts of Scotland than in others, this
class being relatively the smallest and
the

least

dependable

near

the

great

mining centres,
where they are tempted to give up farm
work for other occupations in the vain
hope of bettering their condition and
manufacturing

and

I am informed that there
farms in Lanarkshire of no
more than fifty acres, the proprietors of
which devote part of the land to grain
and have purchased the latest binders
rather than depend upon hand labor for
harvesting the crop.—Cor. in Tribune
Farmer.

prospects.

are

dairy

Fall Care of Stock.

It is very important now that cows,
and all stock for that matter, receive
special care. There is nothing that will
so quickly decrease the tiow of milk and
cause shrinkage of fiesh as exposure of
cold rains or cold nights. Cows will
maintain a better flow if housed nights
during autumn. And during a rainy
day they should at once be put into their
stalls, bedded so they are comfortable
when lying down, and for a time should
receive feed at midday, since they have
been accustomed to eating during the
day while at pasture. Later on, wheu
regular feeding is done, two feeds a day
will answer quite as well.
When the weather is such that they
will be comfortable in the yard or field
during the day, the noon feed may be
given outside. And this is a good time
of year to feed some fodder corn, pumpkins, squashes, cabbage or roots, scattering them in paddock or pasture so each
animal can get its share. If the cows
are not dehorned there will be one or
more individuals in the herd that will
spend the greater portion of their time
hooking and worrying the other members of the herd. If animals are dehorned these annoying things will be done
away with.
It is not possible to give methods of
procedure with a dairy herd that will
answer for all, because conditions vary,
but a few essentials in maintaining a
normal flow should be borne in mind
by all. Each animal should be kept
comfortable and contented. This requires kindness and regularity in all
things, ample feed and good quarters.
If the cow-keeper fails in any of these
Farming as a Business.
he pays the penalty in decreased reNew
York
the
Prof. L. II. Bailey of
With common cows the receipts
Cornell experiment station, in a recent are moderate even with good care, and
in
writYork
Xew
Tribune,
tbe
of
ssue
is because of this that farmers
it
ug on fariniug as a business, says:
are so often urged to keep better cows.
Farming pays some men. 80 does —Farm, Stock and Home.
nercbantlise aud manufacturing. SucThe Poultry Yard.
ées is a question of temperament and
ability. As a business, farming must
If routs ami ensilage improve the
must
tay. All necessary occupations
health of animals, and cheapen the cost
>ay. But it does not follow that they of the food, they will do the same for
in
nust pay every oue who engages
the fowls. It is too expensive to feed
hem.
Many farms are unprofitable. graiu exclusively, when the winters are
The
factories.
and
stores
k> are many
too long and severe, and as the hens preI ailure of the unprofitable farm may be fer a
variety they should have it. A
execuof
either
lack
the
to
lue wholly
quart of corn meal added to half a peck
te or agricultural ability on the part of of cooked
turnips will provide a better
he farmer, or it may be due in part to meal than can be procured from either
>oor location, poor soil, too small invest- the corn meal or the turnips if either one
ucnt in the business or to a combination is fed alone. It is the mixed food, the
tf these factors.
combination of various elements, that
Primarily, failure or success depends enables the hen to provide the different
are
there
man: but
>n the abilities of a
substances that make up the article deiorne farms that cannot be made to pay, nominated an
egg. Lime, phosphates,
the
In
then.
early nitrogen, magnesia, and even water, are
>0 matter who farms
settle
to
were
obliged
lays, farmers
elements that are absolutely essential,
There were few incentives and
îear home.
many foods contain an excess of
The
farming
;o extensive migration.
some kinds and a deficiency of others.
themselves
gradually, When a mixed food is given there is a
ueas
enlarged
extending up the hills and mountains partial balancing of the needed elements,
iiid spreading over the sterile lands. and the several varieties assist in digest[Jut when the West was opened, this
ing each other, thus avoiding the waste
sind of effort changed. Whole new of undigested food.
Finely chopped
-egious were developed; it was no longer ensilage, or clover, potatoes, carrots,
question of exteudiug the old areas. turnips, or any succulent, bulky food,
In fact, it came to be no longer a ques- served with an admixture of a variety of
ion even of maintaining the old areas;
ground grain, will provide the hens
he poorer areas were abandoned. The with a larger supply of egg elements, and
of
eastclass
the
abandonment of
poorer
entail less cost for food, than when the
iru farms was a great blessing to agri- hens are
compelled to subsist entirely on
not
was
this
recogiulture, although
grain.
new
standards
set
It
time.
the
at
lized
The productiveness and
The Corn Crop of the Country.
or the farmer.
argeness of the middle west developed
The measure of the corn crop of the
A new
arger and freer ideals of living.
country at large has all the season
cind of farm life is rapidly developing, through been a very uncertain problem.
t is largely a reflection from the West, The
crop has been late and being in that
in time many of the so-called abandoned condition was subject to destruction or
farmands of the East will be prolitaby
damage by frost, according to the time
ed again, but they will be farmed in a and severity of such a contingent. Foris
being
Farming by earning
iew spirit.
tunately for growers and the country
.ubstituted for farming by saving.
the late months of the crop season have
so
that
ieaot
persons
many
It
strange
been favorable, general frosts have been
thudder at the thought of farming. delayed, aud a large if not bountiful
the
old
of
the
way,
are
thinking
They
crop of this greatest of all cereals has
>ld results, the old ideals. They are liv- bet*h safely carried to a harvest. This is
ng in the past generation. They may very gratifying since at the middle of
this old kind of
tay that they still see
August it seemed, as was stated in our
farming, but they see the remains of an columns, impossible that other than an
)lder order. The new order of farming extremely light crop was possible.
of
is as unlike the old as the new order
The best authorities, now that the
thoe manufacture is unlike the cobbling.
season is over, estimate that
growing
is
comparing the crop proves larger than last year
Often, also, the person
manufactwith
or
farming with trade,"
and iusures an abundant supply for all
ure.
Comparison with uucomparable purposes. Good judges who claim to
results.
fallacious
things always produces
understand the situation at the present
This bring* up the whole question of time are reported as looking for lower
what the new ways are. Perhaps we prices of corn in the near future, and
L>an best deflnethem by saying what they with it a drop in the value of meat on
The new way is not "fancy the hoof. As a rule, the value of cattle,
are not.
farming." It is not the growing of mere hogs and sheep goes up or down accordlittle specialities or oddities, as mush- ing to the prioe of oorn. Maine farmers
now and
rooms and ginseng and skunks:
may well study these maters closely.—
then a skilled expert may do wonderful- Maine Farmer.
these
but
aa
these,
ly well with sucb
have little effect on the rise of farming
Bit Price on Cotton Seed.
new
The
faruiiug baa arisen
as a whole.
There is a great deal of rivalry bethe
proincreasing
from two sources,
tween the four cotton oil mills at Jackductiveness and the quality of the staple
son, Miss., over which shall get all the
livof
ideas
the
and
elevating
products
seed offered. The price paid for seed
ing.
is now about $10 per ton, or about 26
cents per bushel which is as liberal as
Charcoal.
the fanner could well ask. Most farmFresh charcoal is readily eaten by all ers remember that before the establishthem
ment of the oil mills 10 cents per bushel
kinds of fowls and is excellent for
con- for seed was considered very satisfacin the wiuter when they are closely
on every bale
fined. It serves as a corrective, especial- tory, a pick-up of about 13
fed on the same of cotton ginned. Others remember
ly when they have been
as a
kind 0/ food. It also promotes diges- when cotton seed was looked upon
as no nuisance, and was dumped in a gully.
tion. Charcoal is a good grit,
is sharp and New England farmers are directly inmatter how fine it may be it
the food terested in the prioe of cotton seed, for
cutting, aud assists in reducing
used in the meal entera largely into the rations
to a fine condition. It is largely
chicks as fed to dairy oows.—New England Farmthe brooder houses for little
they relish it highly.

ceipts.'
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uf them this morning and
every
baked them; hud thorn nil out of the
Don't
oven before tho rain came up.
you think me a wonder of cleverness
and industry? Father Beret was polite
enough to Hatter me; but you—you just
eat what you want and say uothing!
You are uot polite. M. Rene de Hon·
one

[continued.]
Father Beret gazed after biin, his
face relaxing to a serious expression
In which a trace of sadness ami gloom
spread like an elusive twilight. lie
took ont his letter, but did not glance
at it. simply holding It tightly gripped
In his sinewy right hand. Then Ids
old eyes stared vacantly, as eyes do
when their sight Is cast back many,
The mismany years iido the past.
sive was from beyond the sea—he
knew the handwriting—a waft of the
flowers of Avignon seeuied to rise out
of it. as if by the pressure of his

ville."
"I've

been showing you what I
thought of your goodies." said Hene.
"Eating's better than talking, you
know, so I'll just take one more," and
he

helped

ment

himself.

"Isn't that

enough?"

compli-

"A few such would make me another
hot day's work," she replied, laughing.
"Pretty talk would be cheaper and
in the long run.
more satisfactory
Even the flour in these pates I ground
with my own hand In an Indian mortar. That was hard work too."
Lty this time Hene had forgotten the
river house aud the litjuor. With sof-

grasp.
A stoop shouldered, bnrly man went
by. leading a pair of goats, a kid following. He was making haste excitedly, keeping the goats at a lively trot.
"Ron jour. IVre Beret." he lltmg
out breezily, and walked rapidly on.
"Ah. ah; his mind is busy with the
newly arrived cargo." thought the old
priest, returning the salutation. "Ills
throat aches for Ihjuor— the poor man."
Then he read again the letter's superscription and made a faltering move as
If to break the seal. His hands trembled violently, his face looked gray
and drawn.
"Come on. you brutes." cried the receding man. jerking the thongs of skin

tening eyes he gazed at Alice's rounded
cheeks aud sheeny hair, over which the
light from the curious earthen lamp
she bore in her hand flickered most effectively. He loved her madly, but his
fear of her was more powerful than
his love. She gave him no opportunity
to speak what be felt, having ever rendy
of mood and
a quick, bright change

manner when she saw him plucking up
courage to address her iu a sentimental
Their relations had long been
way.
•ouiewhat familiar, which was but natural. considering their youth and the
circumstances of their daily life, but
Alice somehow had kept a certain distance open between them, so that very
warm friendship could not suddenly re-

by

which he led the goats.
Father Beret rose and turned Into
his damp little but. where the light
was dim on the crueiflx hanging opposite the door against the clay
It was a bare, unsightly,
A rude lied on one side,
α shelf for table and two or three
wooden stools constituting the furniture, while the uneven puncheons of
the floor wabbled and clattered under
lanbed wall.

room.

solve itself into a troublesome passion
on Rene's part.
We need not attempt to analyze a
In
youiiK girl's feelings and motives
such a case. What she does and what
■he thinks are mysteries even to her
own understanding. The influence most

Che priest's feet.
It had been many years since a letter
from home had come to Father Beret.
Πιο last before the one now in hand
had made him ill of nostalgia, fairly
shaking his iron determination never
to quit for a moment his life work as a
missionary. Ever since that day he
had fourni it lui nier to meet the many
nud stern demands of a most dittlcult
Now the mere
and exacting duty.
touch of the pa|K»r in his hand gave
him a sense of returning weakness,
dissatisfaction and longing. The home
of his boyhood, the rushing of the
Ithone, a seat in a shady nook of the

potent

In

shaping

the

rudimentary

"What do you think of that as a nice
and accurate piece of skill?"
She again resuined her j>ose. the
right foot advanced, the left arm well
I Mick,
her lissome, finely developed
Inxly leaning slightly forward.
Rene's bauds were up before his face
in .·! defen.^vu position, palms outward.
Jut then a chorus of men's voices
The river
*:r.!i<lcd i:: (lie distance.
House was beginning ils carousai witn
Alice let fall her sword's point
a song.

and listen* d.
Rene looked about for his cap.
"I must be going." he said.
Another and louder swish of the
rapier made lilin pirouette ami dodge
again with great energy.
"Don't," he cried, "that's dangerous.
I never saw
You'll put out my eyes.

such a girl!"
She laughed at him and kept on whipping the air dangerously near bis eyes
until she had driven him backward
us far as be could squeeze himself into
α corner of the room.
Mine. Roussillon came to the door
from the kitchen and stood looking in
and laughing, with her hands on her
hips. By this time the rapier was maka crisscross pattern of flashing
lines close to the young man's bead
while Alice, in the enjoyment of her
exercise, seemed to concentrate all the
glowing rays of her beauty In her face,

ing

bti· eyes dancing merrily.
'Wit now. Alice," be begged, half
lr. run and half in abject fear. "Please
quit—1 surrender!"
She thrust to the wall on either side
of him, then springing lightly backward a pace, stood at guard. lier thick
hair had fallen over her neck

yellow

a loose wavy mass,
out of which her face beamed with a
bewitching effect upon her captive.
Rene, glad enough to bave a cessation of his peril, stood laughing dryly,
but the singing down at the river
house was swelling louder and he

and shoulders in

made another movement to go.
"Your surrendered, you remember,"
cried Alice, renewing the sword play.
"Sit down on the chair there and make
yourself comfortable. You are not going down yonder tonight; you are going
to stay here and talk with me and

We arc lonesome
Mother Roussi llou.
and you are good company."
A shot rang out keen and clear, there
wne a sudden tumult that broke up the
singing, and presently more tiring at
varying Intervals cut the night uir from

the direction of the river.
Jean, the hunchback, came in to sa.v
that there was a row of some sort. He
had seen men running across the common as If In pursuit of a fugitive, but
the moonlight was so dim that he could
be sure what It all meant.
Rene picked up bis cap and bolted
out of the bouse.
not

garden. Madeline, his sister, prattling
beside him and his mother singing
somewhere about the house—it all
back and went over him and

came

CHAPTER III.

through him. making his heart sink
strangely, while another voice, the
sweetest ever heard—but she was Ineffable and her memory a forbidden

THE ΒΑ1Έ OK THE DEMIJOHN".

THE

row down at tbe river bouse
wu8 more noise than tight, su
far as results seemed to indicate. It was all about a small
dame Jeanne of tine brandy which an
Indian of tbe name of Long llair had
seized and run off with at the height of
the carousal. He must >:ave been so-

fragrance.

Father Beret tottered across the for
lorn little room and knelt before the
crucilix, holding Ids clasped hands
Idyll. the letter pressed between tlieui.
Ilis lips moved in prayer, but made
vio
no sound; his whole frame shook

berer than bis pursuers or naturally
not one of them could catch
him or even keep long In sight of him.

fleeter, for

le: illy.
II

colechemarde, eb. M. Rene de Ronvllle!" ehe exclu lined, giving him u
smile which fairly blinded bliu. "No-

tlee how very near to your neck I cnn
thrust nnd yet not touch It. Now!"
She darted the keen point under hie
chin nnd drew it away so quickly that
the stroke was like a glint of sun-

Copyright, 19*0. by tfca BOWENMERRILL COMPANY

rlaiumy

would

IK*

llll|>arutuiili>l<-

u<.

tiosi to enter tin· chamber of Father
Herd's soul and look upon liis sacred
ami secret trouble, nor must we even
The
speculate us to ils particulars.
good ukl mail writhed and wrestled
liefore the cross for a long time, until
at last he seemed to receive the calmso
ness and strength he prayed for
fervently. Then he rose, tore the leta
ter into pieces so small that not
word remained whole and squeezed
them so tirmly together that they were
compressed into a tiny, solid bal!
which he let fall through a crack be
tween the floor puncheons. After waiting twenty years for that letter, bun
even
gry as his heart was. he did not
He
it
arrived.
last
at
when
it
open
vould never know what message it
χ re.
The link between him and the
old sweet days was broken forever.
Now, with (Jod's help, he could do his
work to the end.
lie went and stood in the doorway,
lie looked
leaning against the side.
toward the "river house." as the in
habitants had named a large shanty
which stood on the bluff of the Wahasli

not far from where the road bridge
present crosses, and saw men gath-

at

ering there.

Meantime lteue de Honville had delivered Mme. Itoussillon's letter with
Of course such u
due promptness.
service demanded pie and claret. What
still better pleased him. Alice chose to
Ικ» more amiable than was usually her
custom when he called.
gether in the main room of the house,
where M. ltoussiilon kept his hooks, his
curiosities of Indian manufacture col-

Tliey^B^to

lected here and there, and his surplus
firearms, swords, pistols and knives,
ranged not uupleasingly anomal the
walls.
Of course, aloug with the letter. Itene
bore the news, so interesting to him-

self, of the boat's tempting cargo just
discharged at the river house. Alice
understood her friend's danger—felt it
in the intense enthusiasm of his voice
and manner. She had ouce seen the
men carousing ou a similar occasion
wheu sue was but u child, and the imthen made still remuined in

pression

her memory. Instinctively she resolved
to hold itene by one means or another
away from the river house if possible.
So she managed to keep him occupied
eating pie. sipping watered claret and
chatting until night came on and Mme.
Itoussillou brought in a lamp. Then
he hurriedly snatched his cap from the
floor beside him aud got up to go.

"Come and look at my handiwork."
Alice quickly said; "my shelf of pies.
1 mean." She led him to the (ututry.
where a dozen or more of the cherry
"I made
pates were ranged iu order.
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The rapier wm milking a crUucrtm pattern ι,f fidshiuy linen.
Tarleton (called
only such as a
could generate.
men and women
had. with few exceptions, beeu unprofitable in an educational way. while her
reading in .M. liousslllon's little library
could not have given her any practical
knowledge of uuiuucrs and life.
lier affection for ltene was Interfered
her large admiration for the
with
character of ABee
IiuiiMsilloiit had been
lonely frontier post
Her associations with

were emptied while the
and two or three of the
men swore rouudly to having seen Long
Hair jump sldewlse and stagger, as if
But,
one of the shots had taken effect.
although the moon was shiniug, he
some way disappeared, they could not

Some

pistols

race was on,

He was laughed at by those present
for being more excited than tUey wbo
One of
witnessed the whole thing.
them, a leathery faced and grizzled old
sinner, leered at him contemptuously
and said In queer French, with ft
curious accent caught from long use

of backwoods English:
"Listen how the boy brags! Ye
might think to hear Bene talk that
he actually amounted to a big pile.
This personage was known to e\ery
soul In Vlneennes as Oncle Jazon, anu
when Oncle Jazon spoke the whole
town felt bound to listen.
he
"An' how well he shoots, too.
added, with an Intolerable wink.
"Aimed at the door and hit the post
Certainly Long Hair would have been
In great danger! Oh, yes. he'd ave
killed I/jng Hair at the first shot,

though!"

wouldn't he

"\11 right. Oncle Jazon," said Bene,
laughing and blowing the smoke out
of his pistol. " 'Twas you, all ihe
who let Long Hair trot off with ti e
governor's brundy; not I. If
have hit even a doorpost it might lia>e

same^

been better."

about your business, una mi ιιιιοηπ
to mine," and she flirted Into the house.
Rene laughed under hi» breath. standIn? a moment a» if expecting her to
come out again, but she did not and
tie resumed hie walk singing softly:

on

joues vermeilles, vermeilles,
ma belle petite."
But ten to one be was not thinking of
Mile. Adrieune Bourcler. His mind,
however, must have been absorbingly
occupied, for in the straight, open way
he met Father Beret &nd did not set
him until became near bumpingagainst
the old man, who stepped aside with
astonishing agility and said:
"IMeu vous benisse, mon ills, bill
"Elle
Ma

a

lee

belle,

whut Is your great hurry? Where can
you lie going in such happy hasteV"
Itcne did not slop to parley with the
priest. He had in his mind what he
was going to say when Alice and ho
It was a
should be alone together.
pretty speech, be thought—indeed a
very thrilling little speech by the waj
It stirred his own nerve centers as h·tonut'd it over.
_
Mme. Housslllon met him at the dooi
In not a very good humor.
"Is Mile. Alice here?'' he ventured to

Oncle Jazon took off his cap and
looked down Into it in a way he bad demand.
"Alice?
No. she's not here; she's
when about to say something final.
most.
"Ventrebleu! 1 did not shoot at Long never here Just when I want her
the
Hair at all," he said, speaking slowly, Via le plcbols et la grive (see
the
"because the scoundrel was unarmed. woodjH-cker and the robin* eating
H·» didn't have on even a knife, and be
havin' enough to do dodgln' the
that the res» of em were
plumpin' at 'tin without any compliments from me to bother lui moie.
"Well" Rene replied, turning away
with
laugL. "If I'd ta*»
tlio Indians ο» you lave 1 don t thin
there would 1* any particular reason
why I should wait for an Indian thi«f
to go and aru# himself before I acwas

bullets

he was

gone-just disappeared.

,^
"Well, tomorrow we 11 get him.
another. "You and I and J""!™*,
we'll take up his trail, the thief, and

follow him till we find hiiu. He can.
set off so easy."
**.,♦»·
"1 don't know so well about that,
said another. "It's Long Ilalr, you must
remember, and Long llair is »o common buck that Just anybody
asleep. You know what Long Hall l*·
Nobody's ever got even with itn ye

That's so. ain't It? Just ask OncU
Jazon, if you dont belie\e it.
The next morning Kong Hair was
tracked to the river's edge. He hai
been wounded, but whether seriously
or not could only be conjectured
sprinkle of blood. here and tb.'re q
a dash of It, reddened the grass and
clumps of weeds he had run through,
and ended close to the water, into
which It looked as if he had pluugei
Inwith a view to baffling pursuit.
deed pursuit was battled. No Cm >
truce could be found by which to fol
low the cunning fugitive. Some of In
men consoled themselves by eajr»ng.
without believing, that lA»ng
was
lying drowned at the hot-

^

churn,'*

put

dairy

proverb.

though
why.

children

gain strength
give

something

astonishing

simply

hypophosphites

especially prepared
stomachs.

naturally

they
remedy

naturally
just

perfectly adapted

weak

pale and

Emulsion

satisfactory

I

Hood's
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on!"
Ho gave her dress η jerk, but she
did not move any farther back. Sbt
was looking at the blood oozing from a
wound in the Indian's leg.
"He is shot; he is hurt, Jean; we
must help him," she presently said, recovering her self control, yet still pale.
"We must get him out of that bad

place."

Jean caught Alice's merciful spirit
n:id
read! ne.»
with
sympathetic
showed immediate willingness to aid
her.
It was a difficult thing to do. but
there was a will and of course a way.
They bad knives with which they cut

Vet from every lineament
bronze.
there came a strange repelling influence. like that from a snake. Alice felt
Ile liftai his hvuil ami ylaretl
almost unbearable disgust while doing
I
lier merciful ta*k. but she bravely percherries, eating every one of them. tin
was finished.
that girl running oil' somewhere instead! severed until it
It was now late in the afternoon and
of staying here ami picking then.." she
before they
railed in answer to the young mail's the sun would he setting
"I haven't seen lier could reach home.
polite iu«iuiry.
"We must hurry back, Jean," Alice
these four hours, neither her nor that
said,
turning to depart. "It will be
Jean.
up
hunchback.
They're
rascally
we can do to reach the other side
all
bound!"
I'll
be
mischief.
some
to
I'm thinking that they'll
Mine. Itoussillon puffed audibly be- in daylight.
for lis. too, if we don't
tween phrases, but she suddenly be- be out hunting
Come."
move right lively.
came very mild when relieved of her
She gave the Indian another dunce
tirade.
when she had taken but a step. lie
".Mais entrez," she added in a pleas
held up something in hie
ant tone, "come in and tell me the grunted and
huud-something that shone with a
news."
It was a small,
Rene's disappointment rushed into dull yellow light.
which she' had allocket
it
to
oval,
gold
laugh
he
managed
his face, hut
ways worn iu her Ikisoui. She sprang
aside.
his palm.
"Father Beret has Just been telling and snatched it from
"Thank you." she exclaimed, smiling
me," said Mine. Rousslllon, "that out
gratefully. "I am so glad you found
friend Long Hair made some troubh
it."
it?"
about
How
last night.
The chain by which the locket had
Rene told her what he knew and
doubtless by some
added thut Long Hair would probably hung was broken,
movement while dragging Long Hair
never be seen again.
and the lid had
"He was shot, no doubt of it." he out of the mud,
a miniature [sirwent on, "and is now being nibbhsl by sprung open, exposing
when she was a
fish and turtles. We tracked him by trait of Alice painted
not two years old.
his blood to where he jumped into the little child, probably
It was a sweet baby face, archly
Wabash. He never came out."
almost surrounded with a Huff
Strangely enough, it happened that bright,
hair. The ueck and upper
of
botweeu
golden
chat
at the very time of this
a
line of the plump shoulders, with
Mme. Roussillon and Rene, Alice \va>
a
trace of richly delicate lace and
Icj;
wounded
Hair's
Long
bandaging
gave somehow a sugof
undet
it
was
string
pearls,
her
of
with strips
apron,
gestion of patrician daintiness.
some willows which overhung the l»aul>
Alice's
Long Hair looked keenly Into
of a narrow and shallow lap,on 01
to take the
she
when
stooped
extende»1
eyes
slough, which in those days
locket from his hand, but said u «thing.
a mile or two back into the country
She and Jeau now hurried away, and,
ΛI it·»
on the farther side of the river.
paddle their
so vigorously did they
and Jean went over in a pirogue to se»·
red In
pirogue, that the sky was yet
if the water lilies, haunting a p»»u»'.
west when they readied home i;tul
the
bloom
to
were
beginning
there,
yet
duly received their expected scolding
a convenient spot soin·,
landed

When the butter

j

she saw those snaky eyes glistening so
savagely amid the shadows. But Jean
Πβ
was quick to recognize Long Hair.
had often seen him about town, a figure
not to be forgotten.
"They've been hunting him everywhere," he said in a half wlils|>er to
Alice, clutching the skirt of her dress.
"It's Long Hair, the Indian who stole
the brandy. I know him."
Alice recoiled a pace or two.
"Let's go back and tell 'em." Jean
added, still whispering. "They want tc
kill him; Oncle Jazon said so. Couiu

grand

Proverbs

Stuffed Up

uuunj,

mui

time, during which the Indian remained
sih nt and apparently quite indifferent.
Long Hair was a man of superior
physique, tall, straight, with the muscles of a Vulcan, and while he lay
stretched on the ground, half clad and
motionless, he would have been a
model for a heroic figure in

understand just how, far down beside
the river below the fort and the church.
It was not an uncommon thing for an
Indian to steal what be wanted, and In
most cases light punishment followed
conviction, but it was felt to be a cap
at
They
probably
ital offense Tor an Indian or anybody I foni of the river.
distance up the little lagoon, made tin
by
its prow high
else to rape a demijohn of tine brandy,,
"Pas du tout," observed Oncle Jazon. boat fast by dragging
heroic, masterful and magnetic knights
one sent as a present by a
were on the point of setting
and
the
lu
ashore,
over
far
askew
who charged through the romances of especially
short
hie
pipe
friend in New Orlcaus to Lieutenaut
of It Is out across a neck of wet, grassy land
the Koussillnu collection. For although
corner of hie mouth; "not a hit
who bad until renot
Abltott,
Governor
and
brave
He's Jes' as to the pond, when a deep grunt,
ltene was unquestionably
that Indian drowned.
cently been the commandant of the live as a fat eat this minute, and a? unlike that of a self satistieil pig. at·
more than passably handsome, he had
post. Every man at the river house drunk as the devil. He'll get some o' tract»·»! them to the willows, where
no armor, no war horse, no shining
and resented the enormity
all th»*y discovered Long Hair, badly
lance and embossed shield—the differ- recognized
yer scalps yet after he's guzzled
of Long Hair's crime, and each was for
wounded, weltering ill some black mil»!.
week."
a
was
and
indeed,
slep'
great.
that brandy
ence,
to be his judge and
moment
the
ready
Ills hiding place was cunuitiglx
of
heat
Juzon
Oncle
and
that
the
was
light
It finally transpired
Perhaps it
He had broken at
his executioner.
chosen, save that tlu» mire trouble»!
was partly right and purtly wrong.
Imagination shining out through Alice's
down bv slow decrees
once every rule of frontier etiquette and
Hair was alive, even as a fat him. lettlnir him
face which gave her beauty such a fas
Nor was Long
bond of sympathy.
but not drunk, for in try
cat
cluatlng power. ltene saw it and felt every
perhaps,
Hair Ignorant of tbe danger in
to swim with the rotund little
its electrical stroke send a sweet shiver Long
He ing
before volved In his daring enterprise.
stood
he
while
heart
his
dame
Jeanne under his arm he lost
through
had beforehand carefully and stolidly hold of it and it went to the bottom
her.
weighed the conditions, and true to his of the Wabash, where it may be lylnj:
"You are very beautiful tonight.
Indian nature had concluded that a litsuda
with
said,
at this moment patiently waiting fo;
Alice," he presently
wicker covered bottle of brandy
tle
alertness
some one to tish It out of Its bed deep
denness which took even hi'r
"
So
won't
was well worth the risk of hie life.
rose to his dark
flush
the sand and mud and break tinA
in
surprise.
by
for a
in
condition
hlmseif
he
bad
put
the
ancient wax from its neck!
in
a
face and Immediately gave way to a
come
penny
race by slipping out and getting
Rene de Ronville, after the chase of
grayish pallor. Ills heart came near great
all
and
surplus
rid of his weapons
is an o!d time
so
Long Hair had been given over, went
stopping on the instant, he was
of clothes.
to tell Father Heret what had hap
shocked by his own daring, but he laid weight
It often seems to
This Incident brought the drinking
a hand on lier hair, stroking It softly.
pened, and. finding the priest's hut
a sudden
to
house
river
the
to
at
no one has ever
bout
leading
loss,
the
work
a
Into
at
path
Just a moment she was
empty, turned
end, but nothing further came of it the Koussillon place, which was at the
looking a trifle embarrassed; then,
told
and no record of it would be
head of a narrow street laid out in n
with a merry laugh, she stepped aside that night
found in these pages but for the fact direction at right angles to the river's
When mothers are worried
and said:
that Long Hair afterward became an course. He passed two or three dimin
"That sounds better, M. ltene de
do not
the
because
character in the stirring utive cabins, all as much alike as bee
Rouvllle; much better. You will be as Important
which had old Vindrama
historical
little
a
we
flesh
after
and
hives.
polite as Father Beret
cennes for its center of energy.
As Reue passed along he spoke with
more training."
them Scott's EmulKene de Rouville probably felt him- a
the duine> say
She slipped past him while speakgay French freedom to
to self In bad hick when he arrived at the and lasses who chanced to be visible
back
her
again
made
way
and
sion.
ing
river house Just too late to share in
His air would be regarded as violently
the main room, whence she called to
It is like the penny in the
the liquor or to join in chasing tbe
him:
brigandish in our day. We might
with
interest,
thief. He listened
bold
whole
his
show
to
think
to
far
as
so
I've
something
here.
even
"Come
go
milk because it works and
however, to the story of Long Hair's
appearance comical. His jaunty cap
you."
of tbe commandant's demijohn
walked,
bis
he
as
capture
on
because there is
trace
that
wagged
with a tail
He obeyed, a sheepish
and could not refrain from saying that his short trousers and leggings of buck
countenance betraying hie self conabout it.
if he had been present there would skin and his loose shlrtllke tunic, drawn
sciousness.
result.
different
been
a
have
quite
Scott's Emulsion is
In at the waist with a broad belt, gave
When he came near Alice, she was
"I would have shot him before he his
of wild
strong figure just the dash
taking from its buckhorn hook on the
his
milk of pure cod liver oil
he
a
drawing
said,
to that door,"
with
ness suited to the armament
wall a rapier, one of a beautiful pair got
flintlock
pistol and going which it was weighted. A heavy gun
heavy
side.
side
some
with
by
hanging
un
she through the motions of one aiming
lay in the hollow of his shoulder,
"Papa Roussillon gave me these,"
bo vigorfor delicate
Indeed,
and
bullet
firing.
skin
otter
"He
an
bought quickly
der which hung
said, with great animation.
in earnest was he with tbe panwith Its clear powder horn and
them of an Indian who had kept them ously
pouch
did fire, uninWhere he came across tomime that be actually
white bone charger. In his belt were
a long time.
tentionally of course, tbe ball burying two huge flintlock pistols and a long
Children take to it
them he would not tell. But look, how
In the doorjamb.
Itself
see
ever
anything
knife.
Did
case
beautiful!
you
like the taste
because
"Bon Jour, Mile. Adrlenne," he cheerily
so tine?"
as
takes
in
the
hand
greetfree
his
the
of
silver;
and
were
Guard and hilt
called," waving
on
ing to a email, dark lass standlug
blade, although somewhat corroded,
bechildren
the
to
the step of a veranda anil Indolently
still showed the fine, wavy lines of
of many sufferers
Damascus steel and traces of delicate That'e the condition
swinging a broom. "Comment allez- cause it is so
engraving, while in the end of the from catarrh, especially in the morning. vous au Jourd'hui?"
to their wants.
hilt was set a large oval turquoise.
"J'm'porte tree bien, merci," M'sleu"
Great difficulty is experienced in clear"Et
a
to
the
response.
give
was
and
quick
Rene,"
"A very queer present
For all
the head and throat.
do ing
girl," said Rene. "What can you
No wonder catarrh causes headache, voue?"
thin children Scott's
with them?"
"Oh, I'm as lively as a cricket."
impairs the taste, smell and hearing, "Going a-huntlngî"
treatA captivating flash of playfulness
is the most
pollutes the breath, deranges the stomcame into her face and she sprang
"No, Just up here a little way—Just
the appetite.
affects
and
ach
Roussillon's ment.
backward, giving the sword a semion business—up to M'sleu'
To cure catarrh, treatment must be
The
We will send you
circular turn with her wrltf.
for a moment."
and tonic.
constitutional—alterative
blade sent forth a keen hiss as it cut
"Tes," the girl responded in a tone
the penny, /. e., a
•Ί was a (flirted with catarrh. I took
like
the air close, very close to Rene's nose. medicines of different kinds, giving each indicative of something very
sample free.
crew worse until
He jerked his head and flung up his a fuir trial; but gradually
"Yes, undoubtedly, M'sleu' de
spleen.
then
I
smell.
or
I could hardly hear, taste
seems
Be «or* that this picture In
there
Your business
band.
concluded to try Hood's Sarsaparllla, und Bonvllle.
the form of a label it on th«
She laughed merrily, standing beauti- after taking Ave hottle* I was cured and quite pressing of late. I have noticed
wrapntr o( every bottle οI
the disease
to that
Etnul■ion you buy.
fully poised before him, the rapier's bave not had any return of
your industrious application
Edcexe Kokhk-s, Lebanon, Kan.
business."
point slightly elevated. Her short skirt since."
SCOTT & BOWNE,
left her feet and ahkles free to show
"Ta-ta, little one," he wheedled, lowChemists,
to
mustn't
"You
go
voice.
their graceful proportions and the perhis
soothes and strength- ering
Pemrl
409
St., Ν. Y.
of
out
nothing."
! feet i»ose in which they held her supple Cures catarrli—it
making bugbears
ens the mucous membrane and baildfl
"You
go
retorted.
she
"Buirbears!"
body.
jDC.aadfi.oo; alldreggirta.
the whole system.
"You see what I can do with the up

All

eiiguu

•«fill under the willows, where he could
lie more at ease. Jeau carried water
in his cap with which they washed the
wnuud and the stolid savage face,
i hen Alice tore up her cotton apron, in
which she had lasted to bear home a
load of lilies, and with the strip» bound
the wound very neatly. It took a long

added^OncK

once

w

and at last they got hold of^iis arms,
tugged, rested, tugged again and finally
managed to help him to a dry place,

thing imaginable.
"When you've killed as many of em
as Oncle Jazon has." remarked a bystander to Bene, "you'll not be so
hungrv for blood, maybe.
"Especially after ye've took
scalps to pay for yer one.
Jazon. replacing his cap over the hair

lawless post.
,..
"I'm positive that he's wounded,
said one. "Jacques and I shot at him
together, so that our pistols sounded
Just as if only one had been fired
bang! that way-and he leaped side
a bird
ways for all the world like
with a broken leg. I thought be d fall,
but ve! he ran faster'η ever, and a 1 at

inreaicmug

willows to make a standing place on
the mud. While they were doing this
they spoke friendly words to Long
Flair, who understood French a little,

cepted him as a target.'
Oncle Jazon lifted a hand involuntarily and rubbed his scalpless crown;
then he chuckled with a grotesque
grimace as if the recollection of Inning his head skinned were the funnies

less area of his crown.
The men who had been chasing Long
Hair presently came straggling >at »
with their stories-each had a distinct
one-of how the fugitive escaped. The}
most of
were wild looking fellows
them somewhat Intoxicated, all profusely liberal with their stock of picturesque profanity. They «epresen ed
the roughest element of the well ni^l

anu

and lie was now too weak to extricate
himself. He lifted hie head and glared.
Hi» face was grimy, liitt Lair matted
Alice, although brave
with mud.
enough and quite accustomed to startling experiences, uttered η cry when

from Mme. Itoussillon.
*ir
Alice sealed Jean's lips as to th
lier
ad veuture, for she had made up
mind to save Long Hair If possible,

to
and she felt sure thai the only way
do it would be to trust no one but
Father I5eret.
Κ
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neither a broken boue nor a cut
artery. The flesh of Lis leg. midway
between tlie bip and the knee, was
pierced. Tlie bullet bad bored α neat
iiole clean through. Father Beret took
the case In bund and with 110 little
surgical skill proceeded to set the big
Indian upon his feet again. The affair
l-Yod,
had to be cleverly managed.
medicines and clothing were surreptiof
tiously borne across tlie river, a bed
-r Long Hair's
grass was kept fresh und
back. Ids wound was regularly dressed
and Dually his weapons a tomahawk,
of
a knife, a strong bow and a quiver
on the
arrows which lie had hidden
was

night

of his I Mild

theft, were brought to

him.
"Now go and sin no more." said good
his
Father Beret. but be well knew that
words were mere putt's of artkulate
wind In the ear of the grim and silent
with an air
savage, who limped away
of stately digni.y into th wiidernes ·.
Λ load fell from Alice's mind when
Father Beret Informed her of L'lig

Day
flair's recovery and departure.
and night the dread lest some or ilie
1 e
men should find out his hiding pi
and kill him had depressed and worri d
her. I.i>ng Hair's impcrtuWtiMc ι::!ι;ι·
ncss, bis stolid, immobile couutcnance.
reptilian gleam <»Γ his
the
mysterious

exshifty black eyes and the soulless
pression always lurking iu tlieni kept
a fascinating hold on the girl's memory.
ImThey blended curiously with the
pressions left by the romances she bad
read in M. Boussillon's uiljd-'wed books.
Long Iiair was not a young man. but

It would have l>een impossible to guess
His form and face simnear Ills age.
showed long experience and Im-

ply
measurable vigor. Alice remembered
with a shuddering sensation tlie look

he gave her when she took the
from his hand. It was of but
ond's duration, yet it seemed to
every 1100k of her being with Its

locket

a

sec-

search
subtle

power.
fro bk

cofmxtrn>.J

Ckaage I· Simple·.
'There isn't so much doctoring with
■Impies as there used to be."

"Oh, yes!

More."

"Eli?"
"The difference Is that the simple·
were formerly the remedies, whereas
now they are the patients."—Detroit
Free Press.
Reaaanrlnff H1m.
Mr. Newcomb— I was so glad to meet
she was
your mother. I didn't think
so—er—exceedingly stout.
Miss Wantaman—Oh, yes. Bat I'm
I
sure I'll never grow to be like her.

take after papa, you kuow.—Exchange.

West Paris.
The drama, ''Under the Laurels," will
y he ®*fovd Democrat, THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN AU be played about the flr*t ot December
for the benefit of the Unlversalist SunSECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
ISSUED TUESDAYS.
day School. The several parts have
been assigned and rehearsals are in
Paris Hill.
progress. This is a good strong play
with a sustained plot of deep interest,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, NOV. 17,1903.
Church, Rev. H. H. Blahop,
First
of all
ESTA HUSHED Isa.

ATWOOD

&

Kdltor· «ml

FORBES,

Proprietor·.

Gkokok M. ATWOOD.

A. E. Kokbks.

TtKM» —$1.50 a year If paid strictly ln advance.
« Hherwlse $2.00 a year. Single coulee * cent».
A

uvKKTiHl· m KNTt» — Ail levai advertisement*
are ilven three connective Insertions for >1.30

per Inch In length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertle

era.

New type, faut presses, steam
Jo· ΡκΜτιχυ
power, experienced workmen anil low prices
combine to make thin department of our bualnese complete an<l popular.

Coming Events.
Nov. 1».—Send annual meeting of Kast Oxford
Local 1'nlon. > I* S. C E., Parts 11111.
Nov. Λ».—Thanksgiving.
Dee. 1 i3.—Annual Meeting, Maine Dairymen'»
Association. Dover.
l>ec
Annual meetnlK of Oxford Pomona
branjre, South Parle.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

It will Ouly Cost one Cent.
N\ Inter Sleigh Kol>es.
Pressing Sacque».
Than ksKtvluK
Men'* Winter Overcoats,

The season In at lia if 1 when, according to the
custom of our people. It falls upon the President
to appoint » 'lay of praise and thanksgiving to
(■ml.
During tti«· last year the l.onl ha» dealt bountifully with us, giving us peace at home and
abroad and the chance for our cltlzeus to work
for (Mr welfare unhindered by war. famine or
It behooves uh not only to rejoice
ptague.
greatly because of what has been given us. but
to accept It with a solemn «onset responsibility,
realizing that under heaven It re-ts with us our
selves to show th it we are Worthy to use aright
what has thi^ lieen entrusted to our care- In no
other place Wi at no other time hts the experiment of government of the people, by the people,
for the i>eople. been tried on «ι va»t a scale a*
here In our own country lu the op'nlng year» of
the twentieth century. failure would not only
l>e a dreadful thing for us. but a dreadful tiling
for all mankind, l>ecause it would mean lues of
ho|>e for all who l>ellcve In the power ami the
rlghtcou-ncss ι>f liberty. Therefore. In thanking
God (or the mercies extended to us lu the past,
we beseech Him tfiat lie may not withhold them
In the future, an·! that our hearts mav l>e rouse·ι
to war steadfastly for good ami against all the
forces of evil, public ami private. We pray for
-trength and light, so that in the coming year*
we may with cleanliness, fearlessness, an·! wis
ιίοιιι. Ίο our allotte<! work on the earth In such
marner as to show that we are not altogether
unworthy of the blessings we have receive !
N.'W, therefore, 1, Theodore Roosevelt. I'reel
lent of the Unite·! States. il0 hereby designate
as a 'lay of general Thanksgiving! Thursday,
the .,»;th of the coming November, and >lo recoinmeti'l thai throuhgout the land the people cease
front their wonted occupations, and in theli
several homes and place» of worship reudei
thanks unto Almighty God for Ills manifold
■odes.
In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my
hand and cau~ed the seal of the I'nlted States to
be attise·!.
Doue at the City <>f Washington, this :ilst 'lay
of < Vtolier, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundre·! an<i three, and of the Independence of the I'nite·! States the one hundred and

twenty-eighth.
THKOIKJKE Kt>« >SKVK1.T.
[Seal;
By the President
John Hat,
Secretary of State.
Hill's Proclamation.

observance of the

custom established by
our forefathers and conforming t<> the proclama
tlon of the President, I, John K. Hill, Governor
of Maine, hereby
designate Thursday, the
Twenty Sixth day of November, In-taut, as a
lay of public thanksgiving t'> Almighty God for
the multitude of blessings which we have received at Ills hand and for the expression of our
gratltud·' for Ills loving kindness.
On that day let all unnecessary labor be sus
pende·! and in our homes an I accustomed places
of worship let us unite In making this a time of
grateful and heartfelt thanksgiving.
The year now approaching Its close has been
• •ne of pro-perlty to the State and the
Ν tlon.
To the h!ghe-t degree we have enjoyed every
b< -.-lug of civilize life and as we give thankto lllm whose watchful ca e ruletli over all, let
us remember the unfortunate and needy that
they also may -hare In our prosperity.
Given at the Executive C hamber at Augu ta
this sixth >lav of November, In the ·. ear of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and three
and of the Independence of the Unite·! States
of America the one hundred ami twentv.eighth.
JOHN l\ HILL.
By the Governor.
Bykon Βνοι»,
Secretary of State.

Is It Reason, or is it

Buckfield.
The sick of recent date

East Waterford.

are

convales-

Irving Stanley have gone
housekeeping on the second floor of

Mr. and Mn.

SPORTING NOTES.

Ladies' Furnishing House.

Rev. C. N. Gleason exchanged pulpits
Dutch Mowry, otherwise known at
to
with Rev. C. L. Parker of Mexico last cent now.
(bo living cartoon, now hue a pacing
Bowen recently clipped bis Samuel Patterson'· house.
Chaa.
Sunday.
Freeman Stanley has bought and mov- rat·,· record of 2:1014.
Bros.'
The pastor of the Universallst church, Angers on a buzz-planer at Irish
Have you seen our HANDSOME line of
ed on to the Theodore Saundere farm.
Ti.e old l>riti*li outdoor gauie of lawn
Rev. Mr. Colson, is at present at home die block mills, not very seriously.
here
back
moved
who
Gammon
Chae.
corn
Center
Turner
the
With
pack
with his family, but will soon return to
bow ïiir_'. or Soiteh bowls, is becoming
and apple crop, there is a vast amount is putting up a stable.
Bethel to reside permanently.
coast.
Herbert Walker, who very popular along the Pacific
and'Mrs.
Mr.
of
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and
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loading
teaming
Dr. and Mrs. Gehring started
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wrongs
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to the contrary, "Iron
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visit
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Preachln* every
Cleveland, Ohio, last Monday,
the final resuit.
time, are now stopping in Norway. Mr. Man" .MciJinnity will sign to pitch for
stalled at the M. E. parsonage.
Sunday School at 12 M. Junior C. I. at 2.30 T. M. being
Sizes
We claim they are the beet wrappers made and can prove it.
Granite Lodge, F. and A. M., will have friends.
Sabbath Evening Service at 7 :30 p. M. T. P. S.
is expected to be- Walkor was not able to work.
Athearn
Rev.
Mr.
the New York Nationals next eeason.
from
returned
has
Davis
Charles
Mrs.
Prayer a public installation of their officers, for
C. E. Tuesday evening at 7 JO r. M.
All
and
colors.
Asa
late
the
$3.00
Prices
of
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to
widow
$2.50.
Tho
$1.00, $1.25· $1*50,
46.
Meeting Thuridav evening at 7:30. Covenant their families and invited guests, next the Maine General Hospital and is gain- come the pastor of the Baptist churches
While little King Direct has won but 32
died Wednesday night at the home of
Meeting the last Friday before the 1st Sunday
here and at East Sumner.
llall. ing slowly.
They will fit you.
time races this year he has about $7,- Call and see them.
two
leaves
of the month at 2 30 τ. V. All not otherwise con- Wednesday evening at Masonic
She
A.
ton
William
her
writes
Rev. Mr. Abercrombie'e wife
Mr. Guy Thurston has purchased of
nected are cordially Invited.
0(M) to his credit and is still eligible to
The Ladies' Aid of the M. E. church will
Ezra
of
North
Waterford,
other
Nashat
sons,
situation
in Kimball Park, that they have a fine
Universalis! Church, Rev. J. II. Little. Pastor. furnish an
Remembtr the Ideal Wrappers at
-Oyster and pastry supper at Ceylon Rowe the house
the ten class.
Preaching service every Sunday at 11 A. M.
ville, Tenn. Doubtless they were in a and Rev. C. F. Hersey of Massachusetts.
known as the "Asa Knight house."
Centennial Hall.
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fight
condition
highproposed
change
appreciate
Miss Atherton, an aged lady, who has
0. W. Bobbins of South Woodstock
much liked here.
George Skillings of Bolster's Mills Brilt of San Francisco and Jabes
The Mount Mica Tin and Mica Mining shot a bear last Tuesday which weighed resided on Railroad Street but a short ly. They were very
corner through here weekly with a meat
Mrs.
with
Club
met
Nezinscot
History
and
stock
White, the Hngllsb light weight, is not
Company has reduced its capital
185 pounds and was over ti feet in length. time, got up early Friday morning
track. The Minnie Gerrish Tuesday. The Buck- cart.
from $500,000 to 950,000.
likely to take place.
It has been some time since a bear was wandered on to the railroad
Literary Club met the same day
Henry W. Parlin has gone to Berlin, shot in this vicinity. The meat which train going east struck her and threw field
5umner.
Preparations are under way for the
off the track, where she was found with Mrs. Belle Nulty.
Ν. H., where he has employment.
South Pari·.
was nice and fat was sent to Boston her
Maxim
Mrs. Mary Newell has gone to South holding of an international billiard Market
This is the season when fatal mistakes,
Miss Emily T. Parlin went last week market. Albert Bowker of this place unconscious and suffering with a comtournament for amateurs, to be held
in the Paris to visit her children.
to Portland, where she will remain for paid $15 for the skin and will collect the pound fracture of the leg. After a few are made, causing many deaths
Benjamin Turner of Buckiield is driv- either in New York or Chicago.
of summer hptels.
the winter.
days of great Buffering she passed away bush and tbe burning wife
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Mace, died in Loudon the other day at
grounds at the Hubbard House, under the wife of Calvin L. Washburn, a son. Atherton.
Κ. N. Prince and wife have closed are cutting birch for Corry Bonney.
was a
He
the direction of William Bolton. The Nov. 11, to Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Proctor, a
Thursday, the Relief Corps served a
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seventy-three.
age
Mrs. Charles Newell and children of
fine supper at the Howard. A good their hoiiRe and gone south with the
foundation for a cement walk is being son.
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of good birds, while his sister, Miss Ardelia South Paris are visiting relatives
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Thursday
win Wiley tendered a reception to the at Nezinsoot Hall Friday evening. A Sturtevant's.
mile at Lexington recently in 2:UiH4.
trance from the side driveway will be
great distress.
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from an attack of bronchial grippe.
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coming
feit and
sticks or stems. You will want some for your Thanksby G. F. Dyer.
Mrs. W. D. Hastings has returned from to the purchase of a flag.
Mrs. Mary II. Bridgham of Bucktield
Chester H. Lane and Lola A. Lane
was a guest at George M. At wood's severgiving cooking. 5 cents per ounce.
have been visiting a few days at An- the Maine General Hospital very much
Oxford.
East Hebron.
al days last week.
GOSSIP.
improved. Her daughter, Mrs. Harold
GOWN
ilover.
of all kinds, pure and of full strength
Other spices
Mrs. Orin Martin had a paralytic shock
We had a snow storm on the 7th that
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The Beeches closed a very successful
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at church Sunday and is now very
while
was
no
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seen
and
soon
November.
disappeared,
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season with the l.">th of
tertainment at Centennial Hall last Fri- her for a few days.
Separate waists must be the exact
Miss Emma Stevens is critically ill shortly after the sun appeared in sight. sick.
Altbouth the house is nominally closed, day evening.
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coat
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the
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Mrs.
Begin
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and
December 3d is appointed for the
aud the culinary department is suspendBev. A. K. Bryant has been assisting at her home on Paradise Street.
fair. The circle paid the bills have moved into Herbert Denning's in vogue.
ed. a number of the guests will coutinue Bev. Mr. Nelson at the special services
The lumbermen of Bethel will do a church
his
moved
has
John
White
and
Finked and raveled frills such as
and for various house,
to occupy rooms there for two or three held at the Methodist
chapel. It is ex- larger business than ever before. for frescoing the church
family into Wm. Dawes' house.
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
were worn a quarter of a century ago
weeks, ami will take their meals at pected that Bev. Mr. Kennison of Gor- Among the largest operators are Merrill, other improvements.
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Π. N. Merrill lias a new windmill set
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•and pipes laid to carry water into
Mrs. Lewis M. Brown was called to this week.
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ther, Mr. Sparrow. Ile had been
L. M. Mann A- Sons, and it is expected novelties.
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a long time.
the mill can start to running in about
Mr. Warren Emery has taken a large into the parsonage.
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and wife are very feeble gational church met at Mrs. C. S. Hayes,
Deacon
who
Nearly all evening gowns have elbow
Charles B. Andrews,
recently
two weeks.
contract. The timber is being cut on the
of late.
Wednesday, with a good attendance. sleeves of billowy chiffon, no matter
his house east of the village, has bought
Mr. Lewis M. Maun and his mother, land owned by the International Paper mid failing
received.
H. A. Record has returned to work for Two new momlers were
J. J. Slatterv's house on Tremont Street. Mrs. Carrie Mann, will close the lower Co. Mr. Etnery intends to get out over
what the rest of the gown may be
Mrs. Samuel Waterman of Welchville
W. II. Berry, but has given up his job of
Mr. Slattery and family will move to
made of.
part of their house and go to Bryant's I,U00,<)00 feet this season.
of
morning
the wood he contracted to haul died suddenly Tuesday
South Paris.
I'ond this winter to live with Mr. Édwin
Mr. Walter Emery has a contract for hauling
Nearly all of the new waists fasten
for him before he got lamed by the fall heart failure.
The children of the Universalist Sun- J. Mann and make a home for him. about six million.
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will soon be here, then you will need
and the wrists have narrow bands with
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of others, had a pleasant sociable at and Miss Ethel M.
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the 3d, by Rev. J. B. Jordan, is
Hall
overlapping buttoned points.
Saturday evening. them.
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cord wood cut and 1,000 cords of pulp evening,
commended by all present. lie
Various games were played, and ice
Rands and medallions of all the light
The snow storm of Friday night, tlie
At a recent meeting, the Wednesday wood. 3,000 cords of pulp timber and highly
the attention of all.
cream and cake were served.
Club voted for the present to limit their •">00,000 feet of pine will probably be cut gained
6th, amounted to ten to fifteen inches in weight or short haired furs will be Inis failing daily.
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As before mentioned, the East Oxford
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is reported as working finely.
Stephens laughed
Stephens,
—Ber'iu Krcuzzcitung.
Greenwood Street.
morning. The blaze was beneath the
shot him with
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fair
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at
the
house
back
coat reaching to the knee
The
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Blomily
a
loose
A calf of Bennett McD&niels' fell into I
fall
is
face,
for
this
whereupon
M. S. Davis, wife, and little daughtei house occupied by Mr. Hoy. Quick
The University of Michigan has put
It was tak-1
of H. A. Bicknel) Wednesday the 4th, wan a shotgun which he had borrowed.
a 17 foot dry well recently.
Mildred, have been at Milton for a few work extinguished the blaze before
to show
below.
We
have
this type of coat in
or
a
course
in
little
on
a
just
journalism
success.
At 3 o'clock the Stephens was instantly killed. Blomily
en out and promise* to live and do well.
a howling
days.
great damage was done. The house is
himself to the that a newspaper man can be develsurrendered
to
in
we have heavy frieze coats
baked
Mrs. Georgia 1. Parker has gone on a|
ladies
At
beans,
$10
immediately
began
bring
of
grades.
Canton,
many
Mrs. Bert Day visited Mrs. Lester II. owned by Hon. J. P. Swasey
Πβ oped outside of a newspaper office.
two weeks' visit to Cumberland Mills.
of all kinds and custard pies in authorities and was lodged in jail.
l'enley at Locke's Mills two or thret and it is understood that no insurance pastry
in a neat green shade, Oxford meltons, black ker·
Mrs. Κ. N. Fox has returned from a|
was called at 5 p. says he was so mad he did not know They can raise potatoes in a hothouse,
abundance.
Supper
furnishor
on
house
either
last
week.
was held,
days
who wish
he was doing. There had been too. but they don't, usually.—Boston
visit at Norway.
seys and several other patterns. Those
Mr. Frank L. Willis spent several days ings. The damage to the house will M. and the way food disappeared was a what
to lookers-on. The next thing bad blood between the two men for a Hern Id.
Mr. lad Mm. Henry F. Fitield of Nor-| last week at
mystery
furniture
The
not
exceed
$50.
over
somt
overcoat
a change from the regular
probably
Newry looking
styles will like
on the program was to spend all the long time.
way are in towu for a few days.
timber lands belonging to Mr.
Eliat was carried from the house, and was
It is estimated that 500.000 farmers
and full of
loose
are
These
with
our
belt
coats.
are
loose change in various schemes well
Nelson Hutchins and family
long,
j Thomas.
not hurt. Beneath the house, where the
Arthur Keller, aged 26 years, of Bos- have telephones in their houses. The
to the occasion.
The entertainhis father. Seth Hutchins.
of
belt
at
and
killed
lot
R. T. Flavin is doing the painting and blaze was first discovered, were found adapted
shot
One
overcoats,
to
was
$6
$12.
ton,
accidentally
grace,
old idea of the fanner as η man who
ment consisted of singing and «peaking.
finishing ou the inside of the brick block rags and other inflammable materials, Brother Eastman from
Kennebunkport Monday by George Ray, whittled pine sticks and chewed tobacblack with white plaid for $12.
double
North Buckfield.
East
said
breasted,
Sumner
for P. C. Fickott.
drenched in oil.
a fellow workman, with whom he was
is disappearing. The successful
Daniel Fletcher and wife of Peru, who
Black vicuna overcoats for $15. Hart, Schatl'ner
Mr. II. G. Brown is getting greatly imArthur Daugherty, aged20, anew hand something about John Winslow Jones, gunning. They had been gunning and co
of
Buck
field
founder
corn
the
farmer today must be a business man.
factory,
with
his
while
have been in our place a
were running after game when Kay
proved in health from two years ago. Al- in the employ of the Oxford mill, got then he
and Marx overcoats $13.50 to $20.
sang an anthem which brought
sister who is in poor health, have re- though still lame from the effects ol his right arm into a machine Wednesday,
stopped to lire. Just as the weapon was —Washington Star.
down
the
house
and
unroofed
the
nearly
the
below
turned to their home.
off
little
taken
a
rheumatism and not very strong, he i» and it was
their dog jumped, knocking
barn. Then came the time of parting discharged
While Miss Mary Record, of this town. still able to go about the village, and ic «lbow.
the gun from Hay's liants and changing
a
SCIENCE SIFTING3.
Miss Fuller and Miss Metcalf of Auburn, process of time has built a good henMr. and Mrs. Ε. N. Carver, who have ;in1 after talking while about the high the course of the contents towards Kelof barrels and eggs they all
were making some calls in the different yard, and doue several odd jobs to im- spent two months in Minneapolis and price
who received the full charge of buckler,
what
loose
food
they could shot in Ids left side. Keller was removArsenic iu appreciable amount has
parts of the Darnet school district, their prove the surroundings of his home.
vicinity, arrived home last week. Mr. pocketed
NORWAY, MAINE.
in good feeling.
horse became unmanageable and threw
The German Medicine Co. left here Carver, who was given leave of absence get hold of and departed
ed to tho nearest house by Ray and medi- been found by Gabriel Bertrand in all
as
as
from
far
heard
The
net
proceeds
them all out and broke both bones of | last Thursday. Wednesday evening the from his position as manager of the
cal assistance obtained, but he lived only parts of the hen's egg. This continus
Miss Fuller's leg above the ankle, and prize silver set of 27 pieces to be given Kumford Falls Publishing Co. on ac- amounted to a good round sum.
a half hour.
the new belief that arsenic is in ail livWe have often thought that if we were
bruised the other two quite badly but to the lady receiving the most votes wai count of his health, is somewhat imincurred ing cells and probably serves a special
to
our
Master
as
our
dumb
The
bills
as
faithful
covering
expenses
a
I
who
is
no
bones. Mary,
broke
awarded to Mrs. Augustus Bacon. W« proved.
quite
and town officials in the function.
horsewoman, .succeeded in holding Iter understand that Carroll Bacon also reThe season's work in new buildings animals, (when kindly treated) are to us, by York county
of Miss
For many years scientists have
horse and there was uo further damage [ ceived a silver cake basket.
and improvements in the village is con- the world would be much better. To investigation of the murder
II. Broad, in August, last year, are known
done. Miss Fuller was doing as well as
W. 11. Lurvey and Leon Berry have servatively estimated at over $157,000. illustrate this I will relate an incident Olive
of the existence of a faint comthe
Your be- still hung up in the office of
county
could be expected at last accounts.
been putting in a local telephone line Of this amount about $120,000 has been that happened the other day.
to the north star. So close and
panion
not
The
loved correspondent and Mr. Edwin commissioners.
bills,
including
Charles 15. Damon had an old fashion-1 from Bethel to Locke's Mills.
expended by the American Realty Comfaint is this companion that owners of
Neighbor the items relating to the arrest and ac- small
cd huskiug the 12th.
Look at our
Mrs. II. C. Loveland is visiting het pany, the Ruinford Falls Power Com- Howard went out to ride.
telescopes have often used it to
Standisli
the
somewhat
as
of
is
Howard
suspect,
I^ane,
crippled up
quittal
Fret! Scott has moved to Archie Cur-1 relatives in Connecticut.
pany, and the Rumford Falls Light and
and Instrutheir
the
of
has
test
case
The
eyes
We
about
S3000.
as
had
his
to
well
little
amount
power
grandmyself.
Clara Berry is at home for a vacation. Water Company, and included in the
tis', where he is to work for the winter.
daughter, about 3 years old, with us. never been presented to the grand jury, ments.
Chas. Howe of South Paris has moved I
Ellsworth Curtis found a bunch of ripe total is the $10,000 Carnegie library.
were
We
owned
going at a slow jog quietly though the prosecuting officers have a
Buck
farm
now
I>r. William Oswald, professor of
the
Albion
>n to
| raspberries November 7, and November
talking about our neighbors, when the strong suspicion against a Cornish man. chemistry in the University of Lelpslc,
Fryeburg.
0 quite a number of strawberry blossom?
by Ε. I). Heald.
the meeting of tho Governor and
were seen in the Willis pasture.
Charles Henry Wentworth of Little king bolt of the wagon suddenly broke. At
has made the discovery that light is
We have both
Before purchasing elsewhere.
mare stopped so quick- Council, last week, Col. Charles II. PresWalter Curtis, who has for some time Chatham, the mail carrier between Frye- The faithful old
East Sumner.
not needed for the printing of photoa
request
We also
all
in
been living with his grandfather, B. C. burg and South Chatham, recently had ly that the wagon b^Iy did not come off cott of Biddeford presented
union
and
prices.
garments
single
the required
lie produces
In the Fast Sumner school, taught by J
from the forward part. It was a close that the bills or a portion of them bo graphs.
Curtis, died last Saturday afternoon of a thrilling hand-to-paw encounter with a
and
Wool
Fleeced
the
sizes
in
sensitive
all
have
in
the
Miss May Chaftin, the names of pupils |
by
for
We
unharnessed
state.
paper
call
us.
aud
the
the
changes
by
paid by
consumption. The funeral is held this bear. Mr. Wentworth and his housenot absent oue day are as follows:
use of silver on negatives treated with
aid of ropes and straps repaired damages
It has been suggested a good many
keeper, Mrs. Stella Lebroke, were hunt- and went
Mouday afternoon.
l.aura Boni ey.
on our way rejoicing.
Stella Puttier.
a solution of peroxide of hydrogen.
of Mr. Wentback
in
woods
Mr.
IL
R.
has
named
the
resident
Tuell
former
some
that
times
By
request,
ing
possibly
Esther Eastman.
Auku-Ui Eastman.
the newly graded street, which goes past worth's residence, and, coming upon a
of Phillips would some day build a townClara Kuliflit.
I «orotliv l'a I hilt.
Greenwood.
Uertru le Kreuoh.
Kloliar·! l'aimer.
the Baptist church. Park Street. Twenty- deer, Mrs. Lebroke, who felt more like
house for Phillips. The town is in great
Lorrie Muttait.
THE ART OF WAR.
No trouble to show goods at
Ito^er Ea-tmau
rain
last
was
similar
did
The
to
match
than
in
a
five trees have been set out.
night
need of a new town house, and if some
sprinting
indulging
A very successful and satisfactory term. |
Mrs. S. T. White and Miss Lulie E. Mr. Wentworth, took after the deer with those which preceded it during the last public spirited person doesn't provide it
The 13 inch nnval gun throws a misA meeting of the directors of the Ox-1 Tuell spent the
day in Lewiston last the gun and dog. It was while Mrs. two monthe; and if winter sets in with- pretty soon the town will have to build
inch
ford County Telephone and Telegraph Saturday.
l.ebroke was pursuing the deer that Mr. out our getting a good soaking out it it itself. It is in somewhat the same po- sile weighing 1,100 pounds; the
Company was held at East Sumner on
Miss Mabel E. Stearns visited in town Wentworth came upon the bear. Bruin will be a serious matter, to say the least. sition as a man who was once receiving 10(1 pounds.
Friday, the t>th iust. Mr. Bird of Kock- a few days of last week.
was in a pugnacious mood, and he and If John Alexander Dowie is the second
English military experts have decidregular assistance from the town of
laud and Mr. Leighton of Norway,
SOUTH PARIS.
Mrs. Caleb Fuller is visiting for a few- Mr. Wentworth were at fisticuffs im- Elijah why doesn't be pray for rain?
MARKET SQUARE,
Avon. A Mr. Butler was one of the ed that American army tactics, involvwere present.
other
Hues,
But it is a good time for working in selectmen at that time and one day he
representing
days at Portland with her daughter, mediately. Mr. Wentworth made a grab
rather
of
skirmlshiug
ing the principle
Dr. Ε. II. Andrews has resigned as presi- Mrs. Geo. W. Ridlon.
at the bear, but the latter proved to be the woods, and cutting pulp wood, Are met the town ward in Phillips village.
than that of mass formation, is the
dent of the company, having moved to |
The names of those not absent one- an adept in the art of self-defence, and wood aud spool wood is In order.
"Look here, Butler," said the man, "I
most effective in the world.
Brunswick.
Charles Dunham and wife of West want
half day at the West Paris Primary deftly parried Mr. Wentworth's attempt
you to fix it so I can get things at
Frank L. Barrett has purchased about I School areas follows:
The British army under the new
The bear, moreover, Bethel were our visitors last week from these stores without an order from you.
to get hold of him.
15,OUO barrels of apples up to date and is | Marlon Curtis.
did not limit himself todefensive tactics, Thursday till Saturday. Later on A Ion The other day I had ter pay out of my scheme requires .">0.000 recruits annualHazel Bacon.
still at it.
I.aura Ban Ion.
Buy Young
but endeavored to get Mr. Wentworth Cole, together with his wife aud two lit- own money fer terbaccer." Neither the ly. According to the director general's
MayuantChase,
Several persons in the place took the Kthel Brock.
iuto his clutches; he was not particular tle girls, made us a pleasant call. It pauper named nor the town of Phillips,
Clarence King.
tàertruile Curtis.
report, only 08.<X)0 are examined annuoffered
last
week
of
low
rates
occasion
to tight according to the rules laid down was mentioned some time ago that Mr. as set out in this parable, is unique.
HaroM King.
and of these about 2;i.."ï00 are really.
at
meet
the
State
Pomological
during
| Absent one day only:
by the Marquis of Queensberry, but Cole would do something in the hunting Their situation is paralleled by many jected, giving a deficiency of 5,500 per
Auburn, to visit the "twin cities"
this
and
thus
far
his
catch men and
fall,
seemed to be intent upon victory regard- business
many towns.
Tuell.
Arthur Flavin.
ainiutu.
observe the tiue fruit display and do Ma>lge Klavln.
less of the methods by which it might lias been 38 muskrats, 32 hedgehogs, 27
Alice Harden.
Wright
Mrs. S. Kobinson anil Ivan Tuell.
some shopping.
Urace Brock.
be achieved. The battle was valiantly skunks, 15 coons, 0 foxes and 1 mink. STEPPED AGAINST A HOT STOVE.
Esther Nelson.
Mrs. Laviua Osgood put in three days
on both sides, but at length Mr. He has had two bear traps set for several
RUSSIA.
A child of Mre. Geo. T. Benson, when
Cakkik A. Gray, Teacher. fought
ι
sight seeing and making calls, returning
Wentworth, drawing hie jackknife, with weeks, but as yet Bruin refuses to get getting his usual Saturday night bath,
home Friday afternoon.
it gave his antagonist a thrust which caught.
which
hot
stove
a
Russia is strivback
Is
one
There
against
promise
stepped
South
Rumford.
comon
business
Visitors to the city
If Solomon thought there was no end burned him
caused him to beat a retreat, thus endseverely. The child was in ing with all her might to keep. She
Bert Sloan's mother from Salem, Mass.,
plain of the scanty time afforded between I
ing the encounter and leaving Mr. of making books in his day, what would gre^^u;ony and his mother could do
promises to dominate the world.—New
trains since the Saturday late train was | is living with him on Zircon.
It required he think if living away down here in this
the victor.
Wentworth
ηοι^Κ to pacify him. Remembering
discontinued.
Arthur Sloan and family and Edward several stitches to repair the rents which 20th century? Charles B. Brooke start- that she had a bottle of Chamberlain's York News.
Mr. Abel S. Heald and his sister Mar- i Allen and family are living with their the bear's claws made in Mr. Went- ed out last Monday morning canvassiug
Russia Is one of the coolest (HistPain Balm in the house, she thought she
cella, both of whom are quite feeble, are parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Putnam.
for divers kinds of them, but with what
worth's coat.
it. In less than half an hour pollers in the business. A law proof
would-try
Willard Pratt aud wife, and their
to
success will be known better, perhaps, after
spend the winter at Stephen C.
applying it the child was quiet and debtor could not be cooler about It.—
Heald's. They are being cared for by | brother, Mr. Curtie and wife, have movEast Brownfield.
later on.
asleep, :ind in less than two weeks was Minneapolis Times.
Mr. Heald's family assisted by Mrs. ed into Dick Falardo's house on Hall Ilill.
Mrs.
who
and
fine
fall
weather
Cookson,
We are enjoying
Agnes (Herrick)
well. Mrs. Benson is a well known resiIt is now firmly believed that Russia
The posts are set aud wire strung for
Emogeue Willey, a sister of the Heald
people are improving it in repairing was married on the 3d inet., is the only dent of Kellar, Va. Pain Balm is an
of a pafamily. Abel has spent several years in the telephone from Rumford Corner to their buildings getting ready for winter. daughter of the widow Esther Ilerrick, antiseptic liniment and especially valu- will go so far in the interest
Wyoming in stock raising but has been South Rumford, and several have the Every one who wants to work can find who is living with her son, Ernest Her- able for burns, cuts, bruises and sprains. cific settlement as u promise to evacobliged by ill health to come East, hop- instruments in.
rick, and is in very feeble health. Her Foreale by Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; uate Korea at some date in the future.
plenty to do.
Mr. and Mrs. V. E. Fuller gave their
—Pittsburg Dispatch.
ing to improve thereby. He suffers inErnest Hill has finiehed his house, husband, Dennis Herrick, died several Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
tense pain at times in one limb, which daughter Mary a birthday surprise par- which makes
quite an improvement on years agd.
Norway.
is
It
trouble.
like
a
rheumatic
Nov.
it
7th,
Thanks
to
E.
of
ty,
Saturday
evening,
W.
of
the
New
appears
being that corner with the painting
To Illui Who lluth.
|
Cummings
Albany
her nineteenth birthday. Cake, coffee,
for his kind letter and eouvenir it conOn a small farm in Palmyra four achoped that he may improve gradually.
liberty.
"Why do you think papa's friend Is

IDEAL WRAPPERS ?

L. M. LUNT &
Block,

Square,

CO.,

CO.,
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Thanksgiving Proclamation.
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Bethel.

F. A. SHURTLEFF &

b lower Pots.
Probate Notices.
Janitor Work.
Lucky Curves.
Horse !'or Sale.
Hoot and Shoe Repairing.
Teachers WsnWl.
Parker's Hair Balsam.

lu

THE OXFORD REARS.

Instinct?

We have a cat. lie was reared after
the code extant tu^lay of rearing children—reared as a pet to have what he
Xo
wants, when and where he wants it.
bread or raw meats fur him, if you

please.

He wishes t<> go out. Open the door
leadiug out of doors, if rainy he recoils,
and goes to a door going into a back
kit* hen, then as he parses through be
turns his head in your direction, knowing he can't leave this room without

assistance. Here one door opens into
the stable, another to the basement of
the same. He seems to have a foreknowledge <<f which way,and will not be
diverted from his course unless forced to
do su.
We mentioned children. Yes, we recently heard of a woman who when her
child wuuld climb upun the table and
commence to throw knives, forks and
food, would run to a neighbor's fearing
she would see him fall off the table and
break his neck.
There are uthers \\ ith whom yuu may
have played in their infancy, yuung
ladies perhaps now, or yuung geutlemen
having arrived at that age when
self-importance jholds sway, who have
never been taught politeness or courtesy
at home or at school.
They will pass
you by as though you were blucks of
wood.
Aud here is a point by which you may
gauge the affections of the parents
towards you by seeing theru mirrored in
the child, when the }>areuts have not entirely lost the effect of their early teaching. Years ago I read an article in a
very old English magazine which impressed me strongly. A German gentleman having a guest took him out to introduce him to a family. Things appeared lovely to the stranger, and after
they had left the inau congratulated
his friend on his good fortune in having
such pleasant acquaintances. "Not su
fast, my friend, iu yuur cunclusiuns. Always nute the conduct of the servants if
you wish to gauge the friendship of
yuur hust. Did yuu nutice huw slow and
inditTerent the servants were in getting
yuur coat?"
I»id yuu ever meet the child uf a neighbor, and when yuu spuke kindly, the
child pursed uut the lips with a sideskew to the head'.' That was gauge Nu. 1
uf the esteem uf that househuld.
Did you ever go into a house where a
child would sing out, "Old Boggs"? and
the tiercer the parent appeared to stop
the child the stronger was yuur cunviction that the child's teaching was of
recent date?
Above everything else, a teacher's
qualifications for the instruction uf good
manners, and tu be cuurteuus tu all, and
especially tu the aged, should be uf tirst
consequence, but it is nut thus. Many
teachers will pass thuse to whom they
should speak, unless they are counted
"distinguished,' aud then they are ready
tu fawn.
I have sometimes thought if the press
would deal more on this plane it would
be a grand departure from established
rules, but would it be popular.'
Is it reason, or is it instinct? Pardon
this digression. We started with the cat
stury, intending to stop at that, and here
Bo«es.
we are.
here and There.
It seems that the statement recently
made in the Maine press that there are
now living only three uf the original
members of the Maine Press Association,
is incorrect. A fourth member is Wm.
A. Pidgin of the Lewiston Journal, a
former proprietor of the Oxford DemoThe error is, however, natural, as
crat.
Mr. Pidgin's membership ceased after a
time, and was nut renewed until 1899,
since which he has been carried un the
rolls among the new members.

Asher C. Hinds of Portland has been

reappointed clerk to the speaker's table
by Speaker Cannon of the national House
of Representatives. This is a position
tu which he was appointed by Speaker
Keed. and which he has ever since held,
making himself indispensable there.

SNOW, MUD AND SLUSH

Rubbers, Overshoes and Leggins.

SHOE

SMILEY

NORWAY,

STORE,

Men's Winter Overcoats.

POSTER,

B.

H.

Underwear

Hose from 15 cts. to 50 cts.
MRS. E. A.

HOWE,

TALMER BRAND, Special
Sweater Yarn, 5-threaded, "Just

the

thing."

BARGAINS in Cotton Blankets.

New

candy

and apples were passed. Mrs.
Almon Johnson has bought and imOtis Wyman read several selections,
the Devereaux stand.
Wilson's Mills.
proved
Fremont Abbott played on the piano
Clinton Warren has finished working
The auction sale on the J. C. Bean I and
sang, and there was other music, on the Stickney farm and will move to
estate was well attended, and everything
games and dancing.
Conway where he is engaged in one of
of any value sold. Sale was held Oct.
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Putnam entertain- the mills.
.'list.
ed the Universalist Ladies' Aid Society
Ed Sands has sold his place and will
Andrew Jenkins of Errol purchased from the Falls
Tuesday afternoon and move away soon.
the steam mill apparatus, and will move |
Nov.
10th.
were
evening,
Fifty-two
School closed for a short vacation on
it there.
present and enjoyed the baked beans the Gth, in District No. 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Tuck started for Bethel and other
good things for supper.
Tuesday, to take Mrs. Whitson and Miss
About thirty enjoyed the dance at
Brownfield.
Pierce, their mother and aunt, to the Mrs. Fred Hubbard's Wednesday night,
The village schools in this village
train, as they go to their old home in Nov. 11th.
Everett Bunell furnished closed this week
Tuesday. Wednesday
New York to spend the winter.
music on the violin, assisted by George
evening the student» of the grammar
Ε. II. Brooks is scaling for the Oxford I Martin and
on
the
Maggie Bessey
piano. school
a very fine entertainment in
Company, and Ernest Bennett for the Much fun was caused by the "old hay- Bean's gave
Ilall. Ham's orchestra furnishI. P. Company.
seed" and his partner, who came in and ed excellent music which added a
good
Ernest Bennett got a very large deer, led the march. Cake and coffee were
deal to the evening's entertainment. At
the horns of which hail eight points, served.
ice
was
exercises
cream
the close of the
a bear, and quite a number of partridges
The New England Telephone Co. are
served to all who wanted it.
in one week recently. S. W. Bennett
putting a line from the Falls, up the
Quite a number of Rebekahs of Pearl
also brought in a deer in prime condition. south side of the river to .James 6.
have gone to Denmark ihis ThursMorse's farm and on to Zircon. It goes Lodge
day evening to visit Silver Lodge.
North Paris.
over Hall Hill.
The men are boarding
Ernest L. Frink made a flying visit
at George Elliott's.
last week to his old home in this village.
John Swett of South Paris is
Mrs. Dr. Fitch, who has been visiting
his daughter, Mrs. Alton Curtis.
Hebron.
friends in Portland, has returned home.
J. H. Dunham is having a bad attack |
was
in
town
over
SunJudge Bonney
of rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pratt have mov-1 day.
Norway Lake.
The ladies' circle met Tuesday aftered to the Foss house with their daughMr. and Mrs. W. S. Partridge returnnoon with Mrs. Levi Merrill.
Mr.
Cotton.
and
Mrs.
ter,
Libby,
in Roohester, Ν. H.,
Mrs. George Wing of Auburn is visit- ed from their visit
Meetings at the M. E. Chapel every
Tuesday.
afternoon by the pastor, Kev. Mr. Nel- J ing her sister, Mrs. J. C. Donham.
Mrs. J. S. Kneeland is quite ill with
Hebron Grange visited Center Minot
son, assisted by Kev. A. D. Bryant.
neuralgia in her head and face.
Mrs. Eveline Corbett has sold her farm I Grange Wednesday and report a very
Norway Lake Woman's Club will meet
pleasant time.
to A. F. Mayhew and has gone to
Nov. 18th.
State Deputy, John Roberts, was pres- with Mrs. Edith Boober,
ington to live.
Pkookam
ent
and
an
on
lecture
her
is
visited
Mrs. Frank Elwell
gave
interesting
by
Reading», Stoddard Lectures on Canada,
dairying and sweet corn.
Un. Edith Boober.
father, Mr. Paine.
We learn that Arthur George has Flake's Civil tiovernmei.t, Mr*. Winifred Pottle
Au extension of the Pleasant Valley I
Mni Ellen Crockett^
telephone line to North Paris is being bought the barn on the place formerly Story,
Mrs. Mary Perry is visiting friends at
i>wned by Miss Bailey, and will soon take
made.
Bolster's Mills.
The bridge on the Tuell district road I it down.
Mrs. Winifred Pottle visited Mrs. Ella
Fred S tu rte vaut and hia mother went
is beii g repaired with new stringers and
to Auburn Sunday.
Parry Thursday.

visiting]

Farm-1
|

|

planking.

|

tained.
And now we learn that Rev. A. K.
Bryant is to preach at the City on Sunday, the 15th inet.; also that they are
trying to raise money for a singing
school to be taught by Prof. Monroe.
A fish peddler called here an hour
ago, and informed us that hereafter he
would come through here each Thursday until further notice, so that now we
have a free mail route, a cream route, a
fish route, a telephone in the neigbborborhood, and it ie only a question of time
when there will be one here, and then
we hope to do our own helloing.

tive youths (?) in five days dug 435
bushels of potatoes from one acre of
ground. While at work such remarks as
these were heard,—"Dan, come here and
help lift this potato into the sack,"
"Joe, when you go down bring up the
canWog." The youngest of these merry
laborers was 08, the oldest 76. When
they gathered around the refreshment
board a sprightly maiden of 77 joined in
their livoly repartee, while the matron
smiled hor benediction. The united ages
of the remarkable group of six persons
was 438 years.
Truly there are no "old
folks" now.

Orafton.

Just What You Need.

rich?"
"
'Cause his wife Is young and very

In Chicago.

"Is she a single woman?"
"Yes, since Tuesday."—Puck.
Epitaph.

a

cold, and—who

can

tell ?—

Fine November days!
He might perchance have gotten well.
Robert Ë. Low, Fred Morrill and Leon CHAMBEHLAIN'S STOMACH AND LIVES
But everything folks an Id would cure
TABLKT8.
Brown from Portland and vicinity have
He took. The end was swift and sure.
been in town the past week hunting.
—Buffalo News.
When you feel dull after eating.
They secured two deer, one quite a large
When you have no appetite.
Λ Transformation.
buck with fine antlers.
When you have a bad taste in the
There have been several parties of mouth.
There was an Itinerant cobbler
Whe sat down to dine with α-gobbler.
deer hunters in town since the open seaWhen your liver is torpid.
When the dinner was done.
son came, but they have met with little
When your bowels are constipated.
There remained only one.
success.
When you have a headache.
And he vv;'.a both cobbler and gobbler.
Arthur Farrar is slaughtering his herd
When you feel bilious.
—Good Housekeeping.
of steers and delivering them at the lumThey will improve your appetite,
ber camps of the Blanchard & Twitchell cleanse and
invigorate your stomach,
Mr. <V> "Suppose."
Co., in Cambridge, Ν. H.
and regulate your liver and bowels.
Mrs. Crlmsoulteak—This paper says
For
sale
box.
25
cents
Price
by the jawbone of a whale of average slxe
per
East Bethel.
Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Stevens,
measures atiout seven feet in length.
Miss Clara Kimball has returned home
Store,
Norway.
Oxford; Noyee Drug
to Milan, Ν. H.
Mr. Crimsonbeak—It doesn't mention
Mr. George Howe of Rumford has
For sick headache try Chamberlain'· the size of the Jawbone of the female
moved hie family to Z. W. Bartlett'e Stomach and Liver Tablets; They will whale. 1 suppose.—Yonkers Statesman.
rent and is working for him.
ward off the attack if taken in time*
Mrs. L. C. Brown from Milford, Mass., For sale
by Shurtleff A. Co., South Paris;
Verjr Swell.
recently visited her brother, Mr. M. E. Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, NorStub!»—They are indeed rich.
Coburn.
way.
Penn—Rich enough
to owu diaMr. J. W. Bean of Roxbury, Mass.,
monds?
has moved to his farm in this place.
The Keeley Institute in Portland, Me.,
Mr. George Haines shot a deer in his on
Stubb— Fnr better. Rich epough to
Munjoy Hill, is successfully curing
orchard this week, at a distance of drunkards and
own bulldog*.—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
drug users.

thirty-thr·· rods.

Jumiy

Marl&et

QO

Tin· shell game's low, you will agree;
The liner (tense It shocks.
If you the real thing would be
Tou want to wuter ntoekn.
—Washington Star.

He had

Outings.

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

N.

pretty."—Brooklyn Life.
Game·.

of Handsome

LINE

LARGE

IOUTH

PARI»,

Square,
MAINU.

WINTER SLEIGH ROBES ! !
$8 00 buys the
$8 00 buys the
have got a large

low

best

quality,

heaviest

green

plush

weight wool,

lined, grey goat robe.

rubber center, robe.

assortment of winter robes at

I

corresponding

prices.

JAMES N. FAVOR,

ΟΙ ΜλΙτι St., Νorway, Maine.

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE
In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD
For Price and Particulars

L0T8 A

SPECIALTY.

address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.

ïbe

_

SOUTHPARIS.
soi'TH

paris ροβτ

Fatal Accident at Paris Hill.

Rev. Β. F. Fickett and Rev. Α. M
I Pottle exchanged pulpits Sunday.

I

Rev. J. H. Little will

spend

I of the present week in Boston
I ness.

a

portio Β

on

bus

BENJAMIN 9.

a.

M.

The sixty-aeventh annual meeting ol
the Union Conference of Congregational
Churches met with the church in Denmark, Oct. 28 and 29.
The meeting was called to order bj
the moderator, J. A. Chadbourn ol
devotional
North Bridgton, and the
meeting was led by Rev. W. S. Palmei
of Denmark. The roll of delegates wat
called, and the minutes of the last session read by the scribe, and approved by
the conference. The morning session
closed with benediction by Rev. F. H.
Baker of South Bridgton.
The afternoon session opened at 1:30
o'clock with singing and prayerJ^y Rev.
Ε. H. Jenkyns of Sebago.
The question, "How can we make the
Sunday School More Effective?" was
taken up and presented in three parts as
indicated in the programme:
The Selection of the Lesson, Rev. F.
H. Baker.
The Teacher and methods of Teaching,
Rev. E. W. Pond.
The Organization of the School, C. K.

DOR FAI.L FROM STAflINi

AND HRKAKS HIS NECK.

Second Congregattonal Church, Kev. B. 8
Riiimut Pastor.
Preaching leervlce Sunday
MU; Sabbath School. 18:00 Μ.: Men'i
rarer Meeting at β JO; Social M eêtl π Κ ·/·.
Μ
regular weekly Prayer Meetlnjç, TwMdaj
Y. P. 8. C. K. Meeting Friday evenlnt

ΙΟ-ΙΓα!
Ρ

A rehearsal of the Young People' *
Benjamin S. Doe of Paris Hill die<
I Orchestra will be held at Harold Fletcl
Monday morning, Not. 16, as the result
I er's Wednesday evening of this week.
of injuries sustained in a fall a weel

M.

Union Conference.

NORWAY.

I

omcs.

8 DO
OtBce Hour· β .Ό0 to 7 Λ0 Α. M;

i«0P.

I

«liord fraocva k

eve'nlng;

^Unkerealist

HOW'S THIS!

We offer Ooe Hundred Dollar· Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall'·
Catarrh Cure.
r. J. CHENEY ft CO., Prop·.,Toledo,O.
We the undents ned, hive known F. J. Cheney for the last IS year·, and believe him perfectly honorable In all bualneae transaction· and
financially able to <»rry out any obligation· made
by their firm.
case

HORSE FOR SALE.
Bay horse eleven years old, weighs
ι ioo, good worker and good driver
Smooth and
single or double.

sound and will be sold at

A.

We8TftTRDAX, WholesaleDruggists,Toledo,O.
Waldimo, Κιννλν ft Masvin, Wholesale
Druggists, TolJilo, O.
ΠβΙΙ'β Cat'rrh Cure la taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucoui «urfftce· o1
the avstem.
Price, 78c. per b >ttle Sold by al
Drnggthta. Testlimn'als free.
Hall's f.imlly pill· are the beat.

Nov. 16, 1903.

a

bargain.

PENLEY,

J.
South Paris, Me.

earlier.
Church, Bev. Caroline E. AAett
Mr. Doe, who was a carpenter, wai Pastor. Preaching eervUy on "undayatlOJI
A. M. Sabbath School, 11 ·Ό0; V P. C. U. meet
Commencing Oct. 4,19ω.
making repairs and additions to th<
TRAINS LKAVI. SOC ΤΗ PARIS
Butterfield house on Paris Hill recently
Church. Rev. B. F. Flckett, Pwtor,
Sunda
Λ.
a.
—ύ
M., (dally,
purchased by Prentiss Cummings. Ai Preach'ng service. 10:30 A. M.;SabbatJtt School,
Uolng lown t'ûei
There will be a meeting of the Meth
4 40 p. M.
Sunday oui y.l
the time of the accident, in the afternoon 1ΪΛ0 M.; Social Evening Meeting,
in. luded .i» 30 A. M..
Five Thon» and Dollar· Reward.
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; class meeting
odist Sunday School Board next Saturda of Monday, the 9th, he was
(« p. M.
shingling a
Every testimonial we publish of Adamaon'a
UO A. M., 3:38 F. M., 8:
tiologuo west;—10
Rev. E. 9. Cotton, Pastor.
Botanic Ba'aam for Coring Coughs, Cold· and
I evening at the parsonage, at 7:30. j 1 portico built on to the south side of the
!al!y, Sundays Included1. Sunday uni y,
r- M
all Lung troublée la genuine. We will pay «
I full attendance is requested.
house.
His explanation of the acci·
9 ii a M.
re war' of $5,000 for evidence proving otherwise
CHCRCHSS.
In a single case.
Special gospel services will be con dent was that he was planing the edge ol
«F. W KINSMAN ft CO., Drugglete.
STATED MEETINGS.
s. I tinned this week at the Methodist churcl , a shingle on one of the ridges of the
Rev
Sfew York."
F. k A. M. Reeular meetlne of Oxford i-odft*·
each evening except on Monday an< I roof when the plane struck a knot, and
I
ρ
on or
the sudden stopping of it caused him to No 18. m Masonic «a», Friday
for Children,
Powder*
Swfat
Mother
F.
Rev.
C.
,
Norcrosi
Grajf'i
Saturday
evenings.
,B
hefnrn full n>oon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
the staging. He has
Successfully use * l»y Mother Gray, nurse In the
All, ηοΤοδκ r land Kev. B. F. Fickett will assist th« , lose his footing on
No 29. assembles Wednesday Evening, °n °r
Τ -«.lay evening ai7 30o'clock
Chlldren'a Home In New York, Cure Feverishhad a little trouble with his heart for before full moon. Oxford Council. H. 4 9. M.,
Invited.
I
is, -onnected. arc cordially
pastor.
ness, Bad Stomach, Teething Dleonlera, move
some time, and the physicians are in- Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lo^ge.
Methodist Church, lie». A. W. Pottle, P**tc r
and regulate the Bowels and Destroy Worms.
9:30
No. I, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening after
There
b* a concert at the Congre clined to attribute his faJl to this.
On Sundav, morning praver meeting.
Over
80,000 testimoniale. They neverfait. At all
Scho >;
full moon.
urwh-hiajrservice 10 45 A.M.;Sabbath
a
"
I gational church Sunday evening, Nov
druggists, 25c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen
The distance from the staging to
^
Lodge.—Regular meeting
L**uc Meeting, β 15 P. M
·„' Kpworthmeeting
Le Boy, Ν. Y.
3.
Olmsted,
A collection will be taken to bel] 1 the ground was only five or six feet, but In odd Fallow·*
7 p. M. ; P»yer meetlt
every Tuesday
Chapman.
vcnlM prayer
'n*
evenln, M make Thanksgiving more cheerful foi Mr. Doe struck on the back of his head Wlldey Encampment, No. 'L
«. -lay evening ; chwewttii.rrtjiijr
The general question was discussed by
the Feet Warm and Dry.
It
Heep·
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en
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fourth
II. S. Wham.
Fellows' Ha I. second and
Friday
Kni'tlst Church. Kev.serrlce
All iuvited.
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The following committees were apa little use of his arms.
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In West Parts, Nov. 11, to the wife of George
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fect physical condition. The beauty ol School house In South Parts Village for the ing matter having
Resolved, That while we bow in
It la hereby
hereinafter
Indicated,
thereupon
48
droppec
Wm. Clark, aged
years,
ensuing term or terms, upon the following con- Qkdxkxd:
we realize that Paris Grange tion,
During the heavy snow storm of the health.
The many friends of Miss Martha mission,
in the dense woods tw<
and specifications, vit. :
That notice thereof be given to all person· InEach box contains 50 Tonetic Tablets ditions
Ansel P. Goodell of Plantawell has lost a faithful member, whose mem- dead Tuesday
, 6th and 7th,
AU bids shell be 'ealed, marked "Bid" on tbe terested
to be
Tbi
Maxim of Cambridge, Mass., who is
at
home
his
MedWay.
from
the
by catulng a copy of thla order
miles
wan for Body, Blood and Nerves, and a small outside of
remember
hands of the
also
the
Into
and
We
in
County
put
Democherish.
tion
Washington
we
the
package,
Eight
three week· successively In Um Oxclose b;
ory
known to a large number of
publlahed
hearts left body was fonnd with the gun
Liver and uuderslgned I efore I)ec. 1,1903. And the Com- ford
deer
bunt
for
the
while
Tablets
of
Llveroid
at South
and
exhaustion
box
a
Democrat,
publlahed
desolate,
that
newspaper
learn
made
overcome
to
home
by
or all bids
crat's readers, will be glad
he had fallen while making ;
milei Bowels. 50 cents a box or 6 boxes foi mittee reserve the right to rejtct any
Parla, In said County, that they may appear at a
death of this wife, mother, where
ing, and Ids body was found Ave
held at
she is oue of a number of beneticiaries lonely by the
walk toward hi
Paria, on
Probate Court to be
to the bereav- desperate attempt to
covered witli $2.50. At all druggists or The Dr. presented.
of a Janitor will be as
extend
and
his
dnUee
Tbe
from
home,
required
partly
millionaire
friend,
of Dec., A. D. 1908. at 9 of the
late
the
sister,
!
named In the will of
twice the thin! Tueaday
home. He had sat down about fifteei
Parker Medicine Co., 61-53 Exchange St., follows: Entire floor space to be swept to
In the forenoon, and be heard thereon If
clock
each
snow.
fraternal
receive
our
sympathy.
ed
to
i
are
ι
who
it
be
(.•ordon McKay,
each week at the usual time*. Corridors
rods away, evidently to rest, and
they see cause.
Portland, Maine, U. S. A.
Kesolved, That as a tribute of respect
swept as mucn oftener as needed and directed
#1500 per year from the estate. This is
the supposed he exploded bis cartridges be
F*R A BAD COLD.
the principal. School rooms and corridors
who our altar and charter be draped with
JOHN THOMPSON, late of Canton, deceased:
those
by
as
particularly gratifying,
fore making his last attempt.
for thirty days.
I to be heated to 68= F. at 8:30 ▲. M. on school will and petition for probate thereof presented
If you have a bad cold you need i
know Miss Maxim best are aware that emblems of mourning
and Shoe
Boot
:
John W. Thompson, the executor therein
b<
days, and temperature maintained throughout
by
Chamber
like
resolutions
medicine
these
reliable
to
Resolved, That
the day.
Gbtsing and ordinary small repairs
named.
she has borne much more than her inthe undersigned, believing Di
re
and
We,
our grange
loosen
the
to
and
of
the
to
tUended
Janitor,
records
ϋη'β
be
by
the
Remedy
promptly
Cough
that I do boot ant
Don't
be
dividual share of the world's burdens. spread upon
JAMES B. COLE, late of Denmark, non comthe de- SET Η ARNOLD'S BALSAM to
building, groands and
general condition of tbe
to the family of
lieve it, and to allay the irritation and in
She has as jet had no official notification and a copy sent
walks maintained In a condition suitable and ]>ot menti»; final account presented for allowat my home.
sent the Ox reliable Remedy for Bowel Complaint! flammation of the throat and lungs shoe
be
a
scholars
to
that
and
ance
also
copy
teachers
by Luther Trumbull, guardian.
ceased,
bo!
convenient for use by
of the bequest, but there is no reasou
hereby guarantee a twenty-five cent
ALTON C. WHEELER,
For sale by Sliurtleff & Co., Soutl
for publication.
ADDISON E. HERRICK, Judge of aald Court.
BLANCHARD STUART,
refunc
or
doubt that she will receive it. Miss ford Democrat
satisfaction
money
of
tbe
Board,
Seo'T
to
tie
φ·*
▲ true oopy—attest :
Hannah K. Cartkk
Parle; Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Druj Western
Parii
south Parts, Me.
Maxim has written to relatives here that
South Paris
ALBERT D. PARK. Register.
ed. F. A. Shurtleff 1 Co., South
Avenue,
R. H. Gates.
Store, Norway.
she does not propose to give up working
Maine.
S. M. Jackson.
>
'.HAND

TBt'NK

Leon L. Russell and family of Leed ,
I are in town for a visit of a week or so
I and Mr. Russell is putting in some tim »
I fox hunting.
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1,1E?O.T—lakeside

are so conNearly every woman want· one of these warm garment*. They
The
not feeling well.
venient to slip on these cool mornings and when you are
collar.
and
sleeves
loose
large
with
this
season,
eider down ones are very pretty

trimmed
WE HAVE ONE LOT in flannelette, medium dark, blue and pink,
$«87
with narrow braid, waist lined
of
bands
with
trimmed
colors,
ONE LOT KIMONOS of flannelette, light
$1.00
sleeves
dark, large
Pink
ONE LOT DRESSINQ SACQUES of good eider down, in Red, Blue,
$1.50
with
fastens
with
frogs
worsted,
and Orey, edged
and front
ONE LOT of flne heavy eider down, edged with worsted, large collar
cord and
with
fastened
trimmed with 3 rows braid sewed on in scroll pattern,

$1.98

tassel

Some

materials

the

of

and materials are more varied than ever.

styles

This season the

vestings, mohair, Bedford cord, flannel

are

velveteens.
WE HAVE A BARQAIN in metal
back, tucked front, steel buttons

$M9» Si.98, $2.50

All wool flannel waists at

Come and
and

see our

many

styles.

First-class suits and dress making.

7o

|V°j.l||_()Xford

NORWAY, MAINE.

>|

8TORES.

BLUE

LONG BELT OVERCOATS

J

IMl tllllS

^Thenext

arc

ter

Our assorthas now arrived.
is complete. Your old one
looks a little seedy doesn't it? Better
call in and let us show you ours.

Grays,

Youth*' Long: Overcoat·».
Belted and plain backs, $5 to $13.

Boys' Nobbyj/Top] Coata,
Reefers,
$2 to $5.
ICf member, we think we have
Auto Coat* and

COLD WEATHER HAS COME
a

long

Our
and

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,

Janitor Work.

■

£ood

;

forget
repairing

Repairing,

one

of

keep you
never

right and
substantially made.

prices

warm

our

are

regret

Coats

are

goods

Great

it.

well

for the

money.
Also

large

a

stock of WOOL

and RUBBERS

LEGGINS
feet

to

BOOTS,

keep your

warm.

CALL AND SEE ΤΗΕΠ.

J.

F. PLUMMER, SSStr.
31 Market

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.
Telephone 106-3.

Hardware, Ranges and Heaters,
are

—

sold

by

—

Norway, Me.

WM. C. LEAVITT,

GLENWOOD WOOD PARLORS
Numbers

24

22

19

$16.00

$14,00

$12.00

The Best Stoves I Ever Sold.

Time

change

buy

and you will

mu^

a

and

It will

Companion

One Thing at

Come

cold WINTER is before you.

Our Fur Coats

lie Youth's

—

will get

NORWAY.

sout:

|

M

we

F. H. NOYES CO.,

TEACHERS

^Special

If not

what you want.

£.

[

to

$15.

to

BROOKS—The

tirst^ |

Blacks and mixtures, $8

Other styles in Black Kerseys
and mixtures. Styles that are always
worn more or less each season, $5

$16.

of Faith

j

of Men's WinThe season for their

popular style

ment

i

Strongest Evidence

the

Overcoats.

use

(of

living yet

in different colors

weaves.

..

ft

suitings

More than 50

To*l·.

|lassisted

..

loi

black, plain
$3·5«>

blue and

painted velveteen,

and

SEVERAL PRETTY STYLES in white vestings, figured and striped, tuckedt
$1.98
large pearl buttons, very dressy

COMPOUND INTEREST

τητ
nsisas-i
si!

'7 u'i

Dressing Sacques.

THE BRIGHT OAK COAL HEATER
Burns Wood

or

Lots of heat with little fuel.

Coal.

Prices from $12.00 to

$25.00

Glenwood and Atlantic
I think

Ranges

STANDARD QUALITY.

they

are

the beet makes

we

have.

Prices to Fit and Cook to Suit.

POCKET KNIVES OF ALL KINDS, from FIVE CENTS to ONE
DOLLAR, BUTCHER KNIVES, from TEN to FIFTY CENTS.
*

Beet Fine Knife for

a

Quarter

I have

ever

sold.

Do not forget you get the Saturday Evening Post
with every fifty cent purchase on Saturdays.

No Limit.

One

Order for following issues.

current copy.

I WILL

COME AND SEE ME,

SAVE YOU MONEY

WM. C. LEAVITT,
FLOWER POTS
at low

Ij.

prices.

K. Chase, So. Paris.
\

T· LET.
The place known as the Mrs.
Merrill place on High Street, South
Paris, owned by L. L. Jackson.
Good rents for two small families.
Water in the house. Inquire of
A. K. JACKSON, or
J. S. WRIGHT.

Ivsrs & Pond Pianis.

A Hard Struggle.

ι

It's

The fonservHtery Expauds.

hard

a

struggle

to

fight

The New Kngland Conservatory of
the battles of
Music is about to move into its beautiful
This
new buildings on the Back Bay.
life with the
in
the
U the largest school of music
world, an<l its pre-eminence among
burdens
American institutions has been conceded
ills.
Dr.
in
1803
of
fouuded
ever since it was
by
Kben Tourjee.
The
Twenty years ago, when the department of pianoforte instruction was being
back
developed, a few [vers A Pond pianos
urinSince then, as the con- The
were purchased.
servatory has expanded, there have
to
I vers A ary disorders—All
gradually been acquired
With the expansion inPond pianos.
cidental to moving into the new building, the board of directors of the conservatory have placed their order for 31
additional (vers A Pond pianos, making
a total of 29W.
Higher tribute to this famous Boston
art product would be hardly possible
than 3» years' continued patronage by
Saxtons River, Vt.,
this most critical of musical institutions.
Mr. T. H. Hugh··*, of
Lock* Ac Co., says: "My
employed by It. F.
for years, autl
Krom the Bostou Herald, the leading kidneys ilid uot ai t properly
For two or three
it gradually gr«-w ou lui·.
much with a
newspaper of New Kngland, in its issue ν«·«ΓΜ
nie
»
very
they t r« ill ie«l
back ami la
of July 13, l<«»2.
dull, achlug |»«in across my
feet for any,
ou
stood
niy
1
my lolus. If
my
\V. J. U IIFIIIJ K, Agent, length of time. 1 felt the pain serosa
numb.
back Uiore and my legs became
lu my back got so bad that'
the
|>aiu
When
Me.
South Paris, Oxford County,
1 put ou plasters,
I coold stand it M longer,
but they
and 1 Mrf a great many of them,
me
temporary relief. I also
uuly afforded
did
used nndlciucs of all kinds, but they
saw Doan's Kidney
not reach the cause. 1
recommeudcd,
well
Pills advertised, aud so
them a trial. au<l
that 1 was induced to give
store. They
I cot theiu ut Andrew's drug
After the treatrelief.
Immediate
gave me
of my
ment I seldom felt auy symptoms took a
wheu 1 did 1
former troubles, but
soon
It
ami
Pllla
few of iHuiu's Kidney
were uot so
left me. My rheumatic (talus
lantired,
that

heavy
kidney
constantly
aching
weariness—Distressing
yield quickly
—

Doan's
Kidney Pills,

A Modern Medicine for
Every Kidney 111.

and 1 did uot have
doing
1 had more energy lu
to Doau'a
give all the credit

severe.

guid feellug.

my work and

:

s

bu!·

ΛΓί.νίοκ may
»rw· whether ail
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patent*.
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Scientific .Hmericati.

A tinrulat.

Ν
μ

year:

u.

strong and who wish

opportunity

an

to learn the shoe busi-

positions

Good

ness.

about 16 years of age

l>oys

to

open

are

capable boys.
Apply at once to

sin.irt,

CHASE, MERRITT CO.,
Mechanic Falls, Me.

J. WALDO

NASH,

Taxidermist,

licensed

MASONIC BLOCK,

NORWAY.

Telephone Connection.

*3 Mnin St.. South

Catalogues sent

on

^

ON

5. RICHARDS,

HEALIXU
KOH

Gives Relief at once.
>Ι»·ηη and leansesthe

Allays

Inflammation

COLP"» HEAD

Farm for Sale.

TRUES
ELIXIR
Λ

1
The

1

on

··.:··.

UK. J.

Κ

Carpets Special
a

( IIWIMJ K.

Builders' Finish I

utir*2y wgvtabi·

Κ Λ

to.,

are

papers

$2.25 per year in advance.

new ones.

Address or call at the office of

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT.

SAVED
HER

LIFE,

MAY
SAVE
YOURS

€H4i"IOLEK,

Maine-

Livery stock for Sale !

so

ι ο

horses, two-seated

carriages (open),
wagon, harness,

NO PAID ADVERTISEMENT

carriages,

top buggies, 4 surries, 4

bicycle

nice three seated

1

whips, robes,

etc.

Will lease stable to run livery busiThis is a nice, clean livery
ness.
No
stock and excellt nt opening.
competition Will sell on easy terms.
F. B. FOGG,
South Paris.
May 3, 1903.
lloine Telephone Call, lui-i
Amlrewe House Stab'e Call. 1«*U2.

DECORATE,
"Every

By

Dare

Dam,
2 :ι ι

Jewel,

Devil,

a

King."

record

Dexter,

2

Setul for circular.

W. J
South Paris,

a

"Mr·. Laura Morrow, of New Vineyard, tells
the editor that the Τ rue L. F.' ▲twood'· BitUr·
1* the luedkiM which saved her life, aud (he
wishes u· to tell the manufacturer· of that medi
clue that she U truly grateful to them. And we
will add that this U no paid advertisement."—
KiumiNUTus, M*.. Adviktisir, May 3, 1901.
For NervouMMM. Disordered St η Mr h ud
Bowels, Liver Troubles, etc., Um
True "L P." Medici·· la a

Never-Falling Rs»sdy

FALL BAKUAI.X LINT
of ΛΧ) of the beet trades In New
Kn-ran·!, just out, KRKK for
rUmp;afew with crops, stock
and tools Include·!, ou β·βν
terms. If you want to get a
Over
-ale send for our description blanks.
I A) sale* to men from 1'.' stales since Mar. Itf,
ur
lv»<3. is our guarantee to y. u that
D. M. Krench, local
methods are rUlit
agent, corn shop, Norway.
Λ
Cfpndt >3 Union Mutual
r\, JllUUl,
PortUad.nc.

Wheeler,

Ε

349.—Charade.
My first is round,
My second is round.
My thihd ts round twice over.
Give your patient my wuoi.E.
'Twill make him sleep sound.
Sv>on

he will

te

:ii 1-2.

Lost

Grange

WAT

THE

▲

FOLLOW

TRAVELER ALL

ABOUND THE WORLD.

I J lay.

AND

.eadiDg Agricultural Journal of tlie Worn

Every department written by specialists, the
ilghest authorities In their respective line*.
No other piper pretends to compare with It In
uallflcatlons of editorial staff.
Gives the agricultural NEWS with a degree of
ompleteness not even attempted by other*.

I

Λ""*\

Ά

HOURS

3όΙ.—Cuunvetrd Uiuuiouda.
I.

II.

ο
ο ο ο

0
ο ο ο
οοοοο

00000

οοοοοοο

οοοοοοο

οοοοοοο
οοοοο

οοοοοοο
οοοοο
ο ο ο
ο

ο ο ο
ο

I.—1. A letter. 2. A tree. 3. A girl's
name. 4. Recluse. 5. Λ tropical fruit.
7. Λ leap. 8. A fer0. Finding fault.
mented malt liquor. P. A letter.
II. 1. A letter. 2. To increase. 3.
In·
4- A hard biscuit
A defect.
i!. Instruments that cut. 7.
struct:oii.
Stratagem. N. A negative. 0. A letter.

trans-1,

Su. X>2.—KrvtruHl·.
Reverse a marsh and liuve space.
Reverse to peruse and have precious.
Why iiutl

What.

Why d"l Anthouy Hope?
Mrs. Campbell Praed.
What gave Barry Pain?

Flora Auuie Steele.
Why was Kider Hazard?
he bail to Marie Corelli.

high up?"

separate

time and ensure its thorough cook"Sometimes as high as 0,000 feet."
another portion may be
Then
"Why, didn't it hurt you awfully!"
made later from that remaining in the
"Hurt me, madam?" he said, scowling
useful ferociously. 4lIt killed me dead every
pan. Turkey gravy is always
with the remainder of the bird, and it is time."
well to have a plentiful supply.
"Is your daughter happily married,
If you wish to make a giblet gravy,
"O my, yes! She and
cook these portions in water to cover Mrs. Cashleigh?"
lier husband are both devoted to their
until very tender, chop thein fine and
and often don't see each other for
stir them into half of the made gravy. clubs,
weeks at a time."

save

ing.

STUFFING

FOR THE TURKEY.

Remove t he crust from a loaf of baker's
bread and break it into small portions,
with milk and soak it until soft.
Then squeeze out the milk and mix this
soaked crust with the crumbs from the
inside of the loaf. There should be
about one quart of the crumbs, add onethird of a cup of melted butter, one teaspoon of mixed sweet herbs, two teaspoons of salt, the grated rind of one
lemon, and one small boiled onion
mashed. Mix well and llll the crop and
the body.
cover

Because
To

see

Because

Ju.il

the TuiuK.

"This 'Gates Ajar' design is a handsome one." said the tombstone man.
"It is just what I wunt." said the
widow. "He never shut a door in all
our

married life without being told."
Key

lo

the Puiilpr.

No. 33S. I'rinal Acrostic: October.
1. Olive. 'J. Chrysanthemum. 3. Tulip.
Edelweiss.
4 Orange. 5. Banana.
7. Rose.
No. 331». —A Bit From Bo/.: Kit Nub
bles.
No. 340.— Biddlemeree: Amethyst.
No. 341.—An Auagrnm Story: Octo

chestnuts, daybreak,
children,
ber.
crowing, basket, ecstasy,
roosters,
meadow, capacity, breakfast, appetites. gathered, boiled, roasted, hilarity.
Proverbs With Vowels
No. 342.
Omitted: 1. Faint heart never won fair

'J. Be just before you are gener3. Speech is silver, silence is gold.
4. Do as you would be done by.
1.
34&—Double Curtailings:
No.
Caft-an. fact. 2. Arni ca, raiu. 3.
Chinch, inch. 4. Levi-te. evil.
Να 344.-A Train of Cars: 1. Carbuncle. 2. Car d. 3. Car-go. 4. Car7.
I!. Car-noil:;η.
Γ». Car-bine.
bon.

lady.

ous.

0. Carnage.
Car-nival. S. Car-eass.
10. Carp. II. Carpenter. 12. Car-boy.
13. Car-nation. 14. Car-tilage. Ιό. Car-

tridge.

CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinino Tablets.
All druggists refund the money if it
fails to cure.
E. W. Grove's signature
25c.
on each box.
TO

He—"Be candid and tell me when you
want roe to go."
She—"It's a couple of
hours too late for that."

Potatoes for this dinner should be
boiled and seasoned slightly, then mashed and beaten to a light, frothy mass.
THE

THANKSGIVING

l'UDDINO.

The formula of the one best known in
New England is as follows:
Roll six crackers fine and soak them
in three pints of new milk. Mix onefourth cup of butter with one cup of
sugar, add one-half teaspoon of salt,
one teaspoon of cinnamon, nutmeg, and
mace, mixed in about equal proportions,
Stir this
and six well-beaten eggs.
mixture into the milk and add two cups
of the best raisins, half of them seeded,
for those that are left whole will have a
particularly tine tlavor as they burst in
eating. Butter a deep pudding dish
thickly with cold butter, turn in the
pudding and bake very elowly in a
moderate oven three or four hours. Set
the dish in a pan of water to prevent too
rapid cooking. Stir several times, from
the bottom up through the middle, to
but do
keep the raisins from
not stir from the eides, otherwise it will
uot turn out nicely. Let it stand a while
after it is done and then invert on a
deep pudding dish. The whey makes a
delicious sauce, but some will like a
hard s »uce also.
Those who do not care for anything
so rich as the plum pudding, and cannot
eat pastry, may prefer to have the pumpkin in a pudding instead of within a
crust.

settling,

PUMPKIN

PUDDING.

Cut a small eugar pumpkin into quarters, remove the seeds and fiber, and
bake it skin side down in a moderate
oven until soft.
This will make it much
drier than when boiled or eteamed, and
will develop a rich flavor. Boil two
tablespoons of raisins half an hour, let
the water boil away, slip out the seeds
and add the pulp to the pumpkin after it
ie sifted. For two cups of pumpkin, allow two cups of scalded milk, one-fourth
cup of sugar, one-fourth cup of molasses,
one-half teaspoon of salt, one-half teaspoon of ginger, and two beaten eggs.
Uncle—"Well, Bobbie, I hear you are Turn it into a buttered pudding dish and
learning to swim." Bobbie—"Yes. So bake slowly about one hour.
are you, ain't you, uncle?" Uncle—"No,
ΡΙ.ΛΙΝ MARLBORO PIE.
my lad. Why?" Bobbie—"Ο, I heard
father say yesterday that you had a hard
Into two cups of stewed and sifted apjob to keep your head above water!"
ple sauce stir while hot two tablespoons

fair a crocheted skirt, color light
Please
Daisy—"I shall write to Kitty this
blue with rainbow border.
afternoon. Have you any
message?"
return to Ο. K. CLIFFORD,
Alice—"What I Writing to that horrible
South Paris, Maine.
Maine
cat? O, give her my lore."

Wo would like to ask through the
columns of your paper, if there is any
person who has used Green's August
Klower for the cure of Indigestion, Dyspepsia, and Liver Troubles that has not
been cured—and we also mean their
results, such as sour stomach, fermentation of food, habitual costiveness, nervous
dyspepsia, headaches, despondent feel-

ings, sleeplessness—in fact, any trouble
connected with the stomach or liver?
This medicine has been sold for many
years in all civilized countries, and we
wish to correspond with you and send
you one of our books free of cost. If
you never tried August Flower, try a 25
cent bottle first. We have never known
of its failing. If so, something more
serious is the matter with you. The2f>
cent size has just been introduced this
year. Regular, size 75 cents. F. A.
Shurtleff Λ Co.
G. G. Gkekn, Woodbuby, N. J.

bit of butter about the size of a pea on
each onion. Cover closely and cook in a
moderate oven until tender. Baste them
frequently with the water. This may be
done the day before and then they may
Ernie—"Dear me, I wish Jack and I
be quickly reheated for the dinner. Recould have a little quarrel." Edith (in
move them from the pan and strain a
for?" Ernie—"Why,
little of the gravy 0Ver them,
just surprise)—"What
if we don't have a lover's quarrel now
enough to moiston them.
and then people won't believe we are
POTATOES.
really in love."

CURED OF PILES AFTER 40 YEARS.
Mr. C. Haney of Geneva, 0., had the
piles for 40 years. Doctors and dollars
could do him no lasting good. DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve cured him permanently. Invaluable for cats, burne, bruises,
sprains, lacerations, eczema, tetter, salt
rheum, and all other skin diseases.
Look for the name DeWitt on the package—all others are cheap, worthless
counterfeits. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
A Co.

To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers -in
applying
liquids into the nasal passages for catarrhal troubles, the proprietors prepare Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Price
including the spraying tube is 75 cents.
Bid*..
Druggists or by mail. The liquid embodies the medicinal properties of the
solid preparation. Cream Balm is quickly absorbed by the membrane and does
not dry up the secretions but changes
from the Paris them to a natural and healthy character.
or stolen
exhibit at Oxford county Ely Brothers, 50 Warren St., Ν. Y.

WANTED.

A REMARKABLE CASE.

One of the most remarkable cases of a
cold, deep-seated on the lungs, causing
pneumonia, is that of Mrs. Gertrude E.
Fenner, Marion, Ind., who was entirely
cured by the use of One Minute Cough
Cure. She says: "The coughing and
straining so weakened me that I ran
down in weight from 148 to 92 pounds.
I tried a number of remedies to no avail
until I used One Minute Cough Cure.
Four bottles of this wonderful remedy
cured me entirely of the cough, strengthened my lungs and restored me to my
normal weight, health and strength."
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
He—"Jones has the

hay

without

ty years since he entered the ministry.
Colonel A. A. Pope has founded a

church without any sectarianism in
Cohasset, Mass., in memory of his son.
All are welcome to worship in the
church, pagan or Christian, Jew or
Rev. Dr. John T. Heischmann, pastor of St. Peter's Lutheran church,
Brooklyn, celebrated the other day an
unusual double anniversary, the twenty-fifth occurrence of his wedding day
and of the date upon which he assumed the pastorate of the church.
Λ

A GOOD NAME.
From personal experience I testify
that DeWitt's Little Early Risers are

unequalled as a liver pill. They are
rightly named because they give strength

and energy and do their work with ease.
—W. T. Easton, Boerne, Texas. Thousands of people are using these tiny little
pills in preference to all others, because
they are so pleasant and effectual. They

cure

biliousness, torpid liver, jaundice,
headache, constipation, etc. They

sick
do not purge and weaken, but cleanse
and strengthen. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff
«fc Co.

"Bridget,

did the

dog eat

much when

he got into the pantry?" "Shure, mum,
he ate everything but the dog biscuit."

Quinine

as

Magazine.

THE COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative Bromo-Quinlne Tablet· oure
oold In one day. No Cure, no Pay.
STOP8

for

a

Prio· 86 outs.

of Letter·.

Sever Your Own.

"Do you really believe there is such
thing iu this world us 'perfect happi"
ness y
"Of course, but some other fellow always has it."—Denver News.

η

SPECIMEN COPIES

will be mailed free on request. It will pay any
body interested In any way In country life i<,
«end for them. Address the publisher»

LUTHEB TUCKER A. SON,

HOMER N. CHASE Si CO., Auburn, Me

ΔΠοηηΥ, Ν. Y.

99 A. Main Street.

Mention thlH pn|M*r.

It Will Only
Cost One Cent
to

buy

a

postal card

I have a large stock of new
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

specimen

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
I'ease piano, 7t octave, almo.st new

case,

and send to The New-

York Tribune Farmer, New-York City, for
free

for# left.

a

One walnut case Poole piano, almos
new, for $200, worth 9260.
One second hand Ivers A- Pond piano
walnut case, for $«ftO, worth &J00.

copy.

The New-York Tribune Farmer is
tional Illustrated

a

Na-

Agricultural Weekly for
families, and EVERY

I have a nice oak case '>rgan at Hunt
ford Falls, 11 stop», that 1 will sell at
great trade.
One second hand Estey organ at .South
Paris, almost new, for $ftft.

Farmers and their
issue

contains

matter

instructive

to EVERY member of the

tertaining
The price is

and

en-

family.

One second hand Worcester organ, 11

$1.00 per year, but if you like

stops, in nice condition, for $4.1.
One second hand Dyer & Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,
that cost $125, for $6ft.

it you can secure it with your own favorite

local newspaper, The Deraocart, So. Paris,
Me., at a bargain. Both papers one year

One second hand square piano,
one, for $11 ft, worth $140.

only $1.75.

Send your order and money to "The Dem-

ocrat,"

Trip JO rents.

Four Month·' Trial

We want men over all New England to
work for uh selling nursery stock.
Steady job, pay weekly, experience not
necessary, exclusive territory, outfit
free. Apply at once.

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

So. Paris, Me.

W. J.

Wheeler,

The New-York
Eastern Steamship Company.
Tribune
Tri-Weekly
BLOCK,

BII.L:n«8

*lwlii*>

Vniilh PnrU.

ALMOST
AS

POItTLAXI»

GOOD
AS
A

nil-t-

a

IMVIMIO.V.

Reduced Hate. Fare $1.00, Portland
Staterooms *1.00 to ïl.ôO.
to Boston.
is a metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as Steamers leave Franklin wharf. Portgood as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie! land, and India wharf. Boston, daily ex
brings it to your door three times every week.
cept Sunday at 7 P. M.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
Freight always as low as other lines.
and contains all the most important news of The Daily All freight via the steamers of this Com
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
panv is insured against Fire and Marine
If you live in the village or on a farm aud have not Kisk.
touch
close
in
be
time for a daily newspaper you may
kept
F. Liscomb, Agent, Franklin
with all important news of the world at a very small cost.
Me.
The regu'ar price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY Wharf, Portland,
Calvin Austin, Yr. P. & Gen'l.
TRIBUNE is only $1.50 per year, but you can secure it with
Oxford Democrat, Manager.
your own favorite local newspaper, The

J.

DAILY

Both Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWS-

PAPER.

A. H. Hanscom, G. P. & T. A.
General otlices Foster's Wharf,
lioston, Mass.

Heavy Team Horses.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will

bring

you a free

sample

copy.

I have several
horses for sale.
worked

been

&Y\

RM'i ι ιί*ί»——ϋ

TANTALIZING TORTURE.

"Just like a thousand hot needles being driven
into you, isn't it?" said the Romoc man. "I know
that is the way Rheumatism feels and yet her·

and suffer without rhyme or reason.
If you will only take Romoc you will be surprised how quickly
Romoc gets right to work
your rheumatic pains will leave you.
and purifies the blood. It strengthens everyone oi the vital or·
gans of the body so that the poisonous secretions that cause
Rheumatism are quickly dispelled. It tones up the stomach and
creates a healthy appetite so that new blood, free from the deadly
uric acid that causes Rheumatism, is the result. One of the great·
est reasons of Romoc's popularity and the good ifaCfcomplishes is
you will go

on

pairs

large

work

hauling logs. Also two or three
pairs of fresh horses just received,
also several good driving horses.

W. J Wheeler,

South Paris, Me.

A.W. Walker & Son,
Dealer* in

ICE AND COAL,
Granite Work, Cement, Lime,
Hair, Brick, Sand, Plaster, etc.

Complete Supply

Dancer.
"Do you think that the automobile
will cause the extinction of the horse?"
"Not unless the horse persists In gettiny in the way." answered the chauffeur.—Washington Star.

of

These horses have
through the winter

Masons.

for

The

SOUTH PAHI.S, MB.

Romance of α Poor Yonne Man.
He Itought a costly solitaire
To give to a maiden fair.
And lie sighed, "Yes, riches do have

Knew

What

PzrosJ

it

Accepted and Filed.

—Brooklyn Life.

and it stay* where you i>ut it. C

Art tor ROMOC UUUTIVt TARLCTS—SURE CURE FOR CORSTIPATWN.

F. A. SH11RTLEFF &

QUAKER

CO.,

Mats, Mirrors

Mouldings »$,.

&

Pharmacist*.

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

RA NGE

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Her View of It.

He—I met Flot a In a car yesterday,
and I gave her my seat.
She— Gracious! So she can't hide her
age eveu from you!—Chelsea (Mass.)
Gazette.

L. M. TUFTS,
HILLS,

While Wall street kills the lamb.
—New York Times.

Henpeck Speaks.
Friends, here's a truth that Is
As It Is deep:
How

as

clear

fellow's wife be "dear"
While "talk Is cheap?"

can a

—Philadelphia Ledger.

Not That Kind.

Church—Her grandfathqi

was a

skip-

per, and be settled In Canada.
Gotham—Indeed! How much did be
get away with?—Yonlcers Statesman.
Repetition.
"With hash and stew and potple,"
Boarder
Number
Cried
One,
"This doing roast beef over
la being overdone."
—Philadelphia Prsat
Too Mseh

SOUTH PARIS.

Nichols St.,

Slaughter.
The melancholy days are here.
And they are not a sham;
The farmer fats the turkey now

Ulr Thin*.
"My husband never speaks a crosi
word to me."
"How long have you been separated?"—Cincinnati Commercial Tribune.

un-

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

We tow investigated Romor. ΙΓβ know that all that is said by the Jtemoe men
we will refund to anyone the
pertaimtna to this wonderful remedy is true, andobtained.
Mmmember, Romoc is
pries of the remedy Met satis/led with Iho results
guaranteed and eold ftp

"What is your reason?"
"I haven't any to carry."—Cleveland
Plain Denier.
Contlnnonn School.
Experience Is a teacher—
A teacher good and great—
But under It no creature
Yet lived to graduate.

on

kit with ejrh ill. Ocr book,
Buildinrf fcconcnty," tells all about
inexp^ns····· '·ιιί|Ίϊη ·*. It'* fre·· *o vnu.
P. MAXIM A SON, Affcnt*, So. Par'··.

plete roofini;

"If

"No. I make it a practice never to
carry money around with me."

Roùiiag

unexcr!!· 1 permanent roofunf for
buildings of nil kinds. Economical. durable and easy to apply. Any one can put

Daly—Ye were sunstruck, ye say?
Why. man alive, the sun could never
disfigure a man's face like that.
IUley—Ye don't know me son, Daly.
—Brooklyn Life.
Keep at It.
at first you don't succeed
Try. try again," and then
If you do succeed Indeed,
Try even yet nun In.
—Philadelphia Press.

a

cover

the

Him.

Struck

Telephone Connection.

yo;:r baru with
niort^aije. Use

Duu't

wings.
For the witches must have rings!"
—Chicago Tribune.

A SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure does for the

"Where are you living now?" "Just
down by the river—drop in some day
and see me—we shall be so glad."

Man

There once wan a cunning J. P.
Whose warrants were dated A. D.;
They passed as Ο. K.
Till a tierce expose
Made ready signed warrants N. Q.
—Chicago Tribune.

fever terri-

stomach that which it is unable to do
for itself, even when but slightly disordered or over-loaded. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure supplies the natural juices of
digestion and does the work of the stomach, relaxing the nervous tension, while
the inflamed muscles of that organ are
allowed to rest and heal. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure digeste what you eat and
enables the stomach and digestive organs
to transform all food into rich, red
blood. Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

tPRCIAL IWttUCEHElfTMTO RAMKK*
OF URfiEB CLCBS.

DO YOU WANT STEADY
EMPLOYMENT AT GOOD PAY?

gentile.

sneezing."

f native ftromo

alone ia used.

Rev. James L. Dolliver, father of
the junior senator from Iowa, is coming to be regarded as "the Grand Old
Man of the Buckeye Stute." It Is six-

bly." She—"You don't mean it?" He—
"Yes, he can't even passa grass widow

of butter. Beat the yolks of two eggs,
add one cup of sugar, half of the grated
rind, and all the juice of one lemon. Mix
this with the apple, then beat the whites
of the eggs stiff and fold them in. Cover ^urMaCoMinODeDay.Gr^m3 Day·
a plate with a rich paste, cutting it out
with a notched cutter, just a trifle larger
than the plate, and put on two notched
rims round the edge; turn in the mixture
Teacher—"Now, what bright boy can
and bake about half an hour in a moderate oven. Cover with a meringue or with tell me who crossed the Delaware on the
whipped cream just before serving.— ice?" Bobby—" 'Liza, closely follered by
de turrific bloodhound."
Home Soience

When egging-and-breadcrumbing fish
frying a little milk added to the
egg makes it go much farther, and the
results are quite as good ai when egg

day.

HE«IDENT«

WHO WISH T<i

IId(Ic Nubacrtptlon,
Two Subscription·, I'J.HUi
Five (tubacrlpttous, *.Υ.">ο.

I

X

COUNTBY

KfcEP VP WITH THE TIMKV

puz-1

Poem".

IMUICI'EIHABLE TO

ILL

mark-1

recover.

Agricultural
NEWSpaper,
ADMITTEDLY THE

rhe ONLY

spide/s

days!

1831

COUNTRY
GENTLEMAN

Theodore Thomas, the conductor, has
ust celebrated hie sixty-eighth birth-

I

is^

LOST.

109.

dam of Lord March,

1-2, and Point

So. a IS.—Λ Queation.
How many wise men make faces?

quick

Black Stallion,

Inch

Subscrip-

tions may begin now and will be sent
The only condition
until Jan. 1, 1905.
attaching to this proposition is that all
subscriptions to the Farmer shall be

and Job Work.

.....

Î». When he said that it was silver 1
derided liiiu.
10. Since the disaster I very seldom
Ko near the place.
II. He rectified the error.

—

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT

M ate he· 1 Har>l Woo·! Floor Boar Is for sale.

w>«t Sumner.

^
I

J

enabled to utter that

agricultural

If In want of guy kin·! of Klulsh for IoeMe or
fine Lum
< >ut»Ule work, send In your orlere
l>er an· I Shingle·) on haiul Cheap for Cash.

W.

fur

Mf,

arrangement with the

Also Window 4i Door Frames.

K.

ly

Club Offer.

special

I will furulitii Ihm>K.S λπ<1 WINDOWS of any
SUe or Style at reasonable prices.

Planing, Sawing

rem·

Vuburw,

in connection with

at

MAINE.

·.«,!*,

lia

Tim New England Farmer

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts..

try again.

ΓΗΕΥ CAN

John Pollock and Henry Oorell
I James, sons of English noblemen, are
(St. NlcboUa.)
Hianksgivlng Turkey and Things.
The United States mail· are carried
•urolled as students in the Harvard
It sometimes happens that our usual everywhere. It would be almost a physi- Ιλλτ school.
jood judgment fails us in selecting a cal impossibility for a man to hide himEx-Governor F. M. Drake of Iowa
:urkey, or we may have to cook one of »elf In any remote corner of the world 1 ias Just giveu $.".000 to start a Bible
Linusual size, or we cannot have the time without being discovered at last by some
He had previously
India.
seeded to bake one successfully. If so, insignificant agent of a world-wide allege in
Bible colleges In
why not try this method of cooking the service, the machineryof which operates ι flven $5.000 each for
bird at our next national festival?
quietly and with clock-like regularity. 11 3hlnn and Japan.
First, see that the turkey is thorough- If a bird's-eye view of the different railC. E. Whlttier, a brother of John
ly cleaned, and by that I mean that every- road and steamship lines which carrv I 1 îreeuleaf Whlttier. Is a resident of
thing which cannot be eaten (except the the mails could be taken the giant
kVinuebago county, la. He is past
bones) is removed. Pin feathers and web thus formed would appear woven in 1 iereuty-8ix yearn of age and In good
tbe oil bag are often left in by careless a pattern so intricate that the mind
He is engaged in farming.
workers, thus spoiling the skin and would balk at the mere suggestion of 1 lealth.
like unraveling it. And besides the regular
who
Charles M. Booth of Englewood, N.
those
for
this tid-bit
its sweet, crisp flavor. Bite of the lights, steamship and railroad threads of this I., who has just celebrated bis one bunand sometimes quite large bits, and ala«, maze would appear tens of thousands of Iredth birthday, claims to be the oldest
part of the crop, have been found in cross-lines, representing pony routes, ! îolder of a life insurance policy in the
birds which the cook pronounced clean. dog-and-sled tracks, swift courier and United States. He was Insured In 1843.
Stuff it with any preferred stuffing, runner "trails" and even reindeer, whalcelebrated German weather
The
tie, and truss it into good shape, making ing-ship and canoe lines. Every sort of
Fa lb, has just
it as small and compact as possible, and vehicle and beast of burden, and nearly prophet. Dr. Itudolph
lied near Berlin at the age of slxtydraw the legs up close and firm, so they every invention of man for quick
will not be too prominent when the bird portation liave been pressed into the 1ve.
He first studied theology, which
is served.
postal service, and it is possible for a .le Abandoned for the study of meteorAn oval boiler, one that is suitable for letter to go around the world under
>logy.
fish, hams, or turkey, is almost a neces- conditions so strange that the mere hisJ. M. Zion, an Indiana horticulturist,
a story
form
is
would
and
its
of
of
a
in
size,
parjourney
family
any
tory
sity
say* his ambition in life is to produce
ticularly convenient at this time, when of thrilling interest.
Inches iu
If a man should start from New York in apple measuring twenty
boiled hams, steamed fowls, etc., are
He is experimenting
needed. Possibly you may have a regu- and travel northward to Alaska, then ;lmimference.
lar steamer where the bird may hang down the coast to California and take with several varieties and thinks he
from the top plate. Put only enough ship to Manila, and follow the lines of K ill soon attain his desire.
water in the boiler to cover the rack, but travel to Hongkong, to Singapore, to
John Howard Parnell, who has been
be careful to have a supply in another Canton, to Tokio, to Vladivostok, to St.
teliH-ted to contest South Meat h in opkettle for the frequent replenishing nec- Petersburg, to Vienna, to London, to
is a brother
finally to South [Misition to David Sheeliy,
essary to avoid any possibility of its South Africa, and
Parnell and
boiling dry. I*et the water boil steadily, America, touching on the way at several I uf the late Charles Stewart
but not furiously, for two hours, or Pacific and South Atlantic islands, and city marshal of the cltv of I'uhlln.
until the bird begins to show signs of thence back to hie starting point, he Mr. Parnell represented one of the ditenderness. By this time the bird will could travel a distance several times I visions of Wicklow In the 181>Γ» parliabe plump, with all the tissues full of greater than the circumference of the I ment.
moisture, much of the fat drawn out, globe. If he ordered his mail forwardThe president of the Ohio Bankers'
and the cooking process nearly complet- ed to him, and left correct addresses I
Flesh. He is one
ed. All that is needed now is a quick behind at each place, the letters would association is Ilenry
of the state and
li:inkers
debe
than
oldest
flavor
uf
richer
him
and
the
a
follow
to
finally
give
browning
dutifully
livered to him in New York a few
can be obtained from the steaming.
has lieen cashier of the Citizens' NaRemove the turkey to a baking pan. after his own arrrival there. All that he tional bank of Piqua for more than
If you have a drainer in the boiler on would have to pay extra for tjis re- 'wenty-tive years, lie is also president
which to lift it out, you will accomplish markable journey would be a dollar or of
the Citizens' National bank of Covit successfully. Rub it all over with soft two in tolls, which would represent the I
O.
ington,
I
mixed
some
flour
with
exacted
by
butter, and dredge it
charges for forwarding
with salt and a little finely powdered of the countries through which it passed. I The last of Wellington's aids-de-camp
in the Post Office Department I passed away when the Duke of Rlclithyme. Put it into a hot oven and bake There
it until' brown, and the joints will sepa- at Washington the envelope of a letter nioud died recently. lie had the uul<iue
It will take an hour and which traveled in this way 150,000 miles, distinction of being a duke four times
rate easily.
perhaps longer if the bird is very large. and another which came safely through I over, having the strawberry leaves of
Let the flour get well browned and then a trip of 125,000 miles. Both are
Richmond in England. Lennox in Scotbegin the basting, using the top of the ed and stamped in a way to baffie any I
land. Gordon in the United Kingdom
water from the steamer. Continue this except a very expert decipherer of
I and D'Aubigny in France.
basting at intervals of ten miuutes, keep- zles.
ing the water for the purpose hot on the
!
back of the stove. Occasionally dredge
Hay Worth More Than Gold.
CAMPUS CHAT.
it with flour after the basting, and turn
Within theι last two years the United
the pan, or the bird in the pan, so all
has laid four hundred miles of I
States^
President Augcil of the University
parts may be equally browned. Do not cable in Alaskan waters, and soon Skagin his annual report to
use so much water at each basting that way will be connected with Seattle. The of Michigan,
there will be no chance for the glaze to sceptic who twenty years ago laughed at the hoard of regents asserts his loyalty
form on the pan, nor so little that the the possibility of wheat growing in to the cause of co-education.
fat will be in danger of burning. Your Northern Manitoba, never thought that I
Professor J. Scott Clark will lie in
undivided attention will be needed until Alaska could produce anything but furs
of a department at the Northcharge
you have acquired sufficient judgment to and trees. \ et Dawson now raises its I western university, Chicago, which will
from
GovThe
know just how tbe bird is doing
own vegetables and fodder.
teach fiction writing and even attempt
the hints which the odors and sounds ernor says that the hay that might be
novels.
historical
one
is
to
Alaska
in
the
wild
made out of the
cooking process give
grass
during
Professor Henry B. Dates, the new
win) has learned how to interpret them. really worth more than its output of
We need to keep all our senses on the gold. It* timber awaits cutting whon professor of electrical engineering at
alert when we are cooking, especially a the forests nearer home are exhausted. the University of Colorado, occupied a
Aside from its commercial and political similar position for several years at
Thanksgiving dinner.
When the turkey is done to just the value, there ie another, a sentimental
the School of Technology at Potsdam.
right degree of tenderness, crispness, value, dear to the heart of a pioneer race. I Ν. V
or
and brownnose, remove it to a hot platter When the Pacific Coast has thirty
The appointment of Mr. Alexander
and pull out the strings, skewers, etc. forty million people, that citizen of the
Pour off the fat from the pan, leaving natural world who vacates his cabin on W. Mair to the Greek chair at KdinProfessor
to
about two tablespoons if you wish a the approach of settled communities burgli. in succession
pint of gravy. Put in two tablespoons may still prospect untenanted and for- Butcher, has excited some criticism, inof Hour and let them brown together, bidding areas in the far Northwest.— asmuch as the new professor is only
then pour in one pint of water, using Collier's Weekly.
twenty-eight years of age, but he had
tliat which is left of the steaming water.
a most distinguished career at Aber
His Frequent Experience.
Stir as it thickens and add salt and pepdeen aud at Cambridge.
"Did you ever jump from your balper to taste. Let it cook at least five
minutes, longer will improve it, then loon.*
asked one of the curious bystrain it into the gravy dish. Sometimes standers.
CHURCH AND CLERGY.
to
it is better not to wait for the turkey
"Often, ma'am," replied the daring
of
the
this
be done, but dip out some
gravy aeronaut, outwardly calm, although
Rev. Charles Gordon Ames of the
from the pan, the fat particularly, before was the thirty-seventh time the question
Church of the Disciples, Boston, has
the last basting, and make the gravy in had been asked him that day.
Just celebrated his seventy-tiftii birthand smaller pan. This will
a
"Dear me! How

Situated 3 miles from South Paris
Svcii Wursr,
depot on the East Oxford road.
Stubl»—No, I can't yet along with uiy
GI.AXKD ONIONS.
Contains 200 acres. Lots of wood
wife. Everything I say she retorts. "I
and pine. Buildings in good repair.
water over one quart of
Pour
boiling
with
you!"
beg to differ
small ouions, remove the skins, put thom
Inquire of SARAH P. PAGE,
I'eun Von are lucky, old man. My
Old Ladies' Home, Norway. wife jus,, differs without taking the close together in a baking pan with
brown stock enough to half cover thom.
Or of H. M. Berry at the farm.
time to Lk'K·
Sprinkle uniformly with sugar and lay a

best of all

W.

J

Ileal» and Protects the Membrane. Restores
llie Sense.» of Taste and Smell. I,arge SUe 50
cents, :it Orugglst» or by mall. Trial SUe l«c. by
mall.
Kl.Y Ult< >T II kilts. 5β Wane η Street. New York

close out odd patterns ami clean publishers we

I

CATARRH

Contains
jurions drug.
ltl*i|Utcfcly Vbsorbed.)

up stock.

mitted him to vro.
7. The flywheel of this engine Is four
and a quarter feet in diameter.
K. If you do not succeed, why. then,

οοοοοοοοοοοοοοοοο

; αν

—

NORWAY,

^

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

H

By

to

4. You can see the railroad from the
window.
lie cast artful glances in my direction.
<■. When he had found his cap I per-

No.

Cream Balm
4' Kaey and pleasant to!
no In·1

I

Wool

fully.

0ΗΙ0Λ09

Ely's

A LOW PRICE
—

celebrated Kreueh revolutionist
I. At Cairo very Une mosques are to
l»e seen.
Ί. l'id yon | ave a good night? No;
the rooks kept uie awake.
The monkey nibbled the bun cheer-

by F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.

is

application.

.137.—Hidden Word·.
One word is hidden in each sentence.
When the eleven hidden words tail of
the same length) have been rightly
guessed and written une below another
their initials will spell the name of a
So.

No. 3ΛΟ.—Κηιιιοα»

CATARRH

Ν Η.

thick vapor.
Subtract one thousand from chaff
and have a kind of tenacious cement.

a

And

ake. which sells for 50c.
by I. O. DeWiTT * OO..

(IKK

Supplies.

equivulerit

Xo. a IU.—Subtraction·.
Subtract one hundred from graduation and lmve market.
Subtract tifty froiu to lash and have

Kodol Digests What You Eat
and relieves the stomach of all nervooi
•train and the heart of all pressure:
Bottle* only. S 1.00 SUe holding 2 S times the trtf

W

R c'Tds, Blanks, Horns, and

to another for au

Mr. D. Kaubie. of Nevada. Ο says: I had stomach
trouble and was In a bad state as I had heart trouble
with It. I took Kodol Dyspepsia Cure for about lam
months and It cured me.

m

talk,

1. Inelosnres. 2. A light blue. 3. Belonging to the country. 4. To speak in
5. Transfère
a slow, lengthened ton»·.

promptly tilled.

OPTICIAN,

HEADQUARTERS FOR

\«. 34.".—Hurd SquNrf.

Ί*.

Pnrk

Are due to Indigestion. Ninety-nine of every
one hundred people who have heart trouble
can remember when it was simple indigestion. It Is a scientific fact that all cases of
heart disease, not organic, are not only
traceable to, but are the direct result of Indigestion. All food taken into the stomach
which fails of perfect digestion ferments and
■wells the stomach, puffing it up against th·
heart. This Interferes with the action ot
the heart, and In the course of time that
delicate but vital organ becomes diseased.

Sold

W. H. Winchester,

r*

No.

Weak
Hearts

Prepared

Berlin,

HAXItt,

Mall orient

IN SHOE FACTORY.

Several

SUPPLIES !

V.

W.

Wanted

Boys

PHOTOGRAPHIC

k

T inrent flN
*
Ί'ιτηΐ!».
i-ths.IL S>ld by all n*w>*<k'al*r*.

;.·.τ ν

tour

;ire

Buffalo, Ν. Ϊ.

fv 'llUMtri?· I twfc'r.
ι!ι
»·
j« ·»:ι .il.

f

New York
MUNN&Co.36,BroadM>·
Branch OlMctt (25 Κ Λ-, Washington. Ο. C.

who

me a great deal
Kidney Pills. They did
lu recommendgood, aud 1 feel Justified
aud reliable
a
as
good
others
to
ing them
medicine."
all drugsale
by
for
Pills
tJuau's Kidney
Foeter-Mllburu Co>«
gists; 50 cents ι*·γ box.

or

ftp

Jarowpondenoe
topic· of lntenat to the ladle
la aonolted. Addreu : Editor HomilAKKKl
Oolokm. Oxford Democrat, Pari·. Malmi
on

ESTABLISHED

ΓΗΕ

SIRES AND SONS.

Uncle Sam's Malls.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.

Jeweler and Graduate

inOxrordCoyntv.

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

to remove as
on

they

are

without bolts.
50 cts.

D0W" "d

50 CtS.

put

NORWAY, MAINE.
To

Housekeepers

Send your ιι·1ιtrees
premium offer» ami

on a
a

postal

for

our

si*<l»

literal trial quantity of

Electro-Silicon

the famous silver polish used by owners of vat
uable Silverware all over the world.

,

Week et

"Silicon." 40 Cliff Street, New York.

SALESMEN WANTED

la

Oxford and adjacent

λλμκιΙμΙλ»

Variety 8tore, Norway.

Optician.

Address
THJt VICTOB

ou no ties.

our

Interests

Salary

or

OIL COUP AMY,
Clmlaad, Ohio.

